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ABSTRACT
21st century educational reform initiatives value creativity, collaboration, innovation, and
t

higher-order thinking (Scardamalia, 2002), the skills needed for students to successfully address
the complex engineering challenges facing society. A Framework for K-12 Science Education:
Practice, Crosscutting Concepts and Core Ideas (NRC, 2012) acknowledges that advances in
knowledge occur through collaboration, with many minds working together to communicate and
share ideas over time. It has been proposed that collaboration, creativity, and persistence are of
value to engineering (Cunningham, 2012), and that engineering possesses a unique set of
epistemic practices, including envisioning multiple solutions and teamwork (Cunningham and
Kelly, 2017). Cunningham (2012) considers collaboration to be a hypothesized critical
component of engineering, asserting that collaboration is valued and cultivated in the
Engineering is Elementary (EiE) curriculum as in engineering itself. This case study examined
Lesson 4 of the EiE unit An Alarming Idea: Designing Alarm Systems to look for evidence of
collaboration between third grade students participating in the engineering design process.
Through the analysis of video and corresponding audio of students working in small groups, this
study identified specific behavior indicators of Collaboration, a term defined as including
cooperative, constructive, cognitive, metacognitive and collaborative dimensions, as being
present during Lesson 4. Analysis of the data revealed that certain steps of the engineering
design process fostered Collaboration behaviors, as did group size, composition, adult
interactions, and time spent on group work. Results of this study endorse the EiE curriculum as a
mechanism for fostering Collaboration, supporting the assertion that collaboration is a
hypothesized critical component of engineering valued and cultivated in the EiE curriculum.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Twenty-first century educational goals encourage classroom discourse that focus on
creativity, collaboration, distributed expertise, innovation, higher-order thinking, and life-long
learning (Scardamalia, 2002). As society becomes increasingly complex, there is a need for
multiple perspectives, approaches, and expertise in science and engineering to converge and
generate solutions to challenging societal problems. A recent survey of 225 U.S. employers
determined that good communication skills (98%), a positive attitude (97%), and good teamwork
skills (92%) were important or very important when hiring for entry-level positions (Schawbel,
2012). Today’s employers and leaders increasingly require that people work cohesively and
productively to achieve a shared goal.
Human survival and evolution rely on collaboration. Thinking is often considered a private
experience, but the acquisition and digestion of knowledge is a highly social endeavor. Cultural
norms, religious influences, historical perspectives, and economic forces simultaneously shape
the thinking of individuals and larger groups. Scientific knowledge advances when individuals
acknowledge differences and work toward the collective good, instituting collaborative
approaches to complex research and development challenges. For example, integrated group
practices in medicine pioneered team work through pooling expertise of various disciplines to
diagnose complex medical conditions (Garrison, 2015). Thinking and working collaboratively is
necessary to generate societal knowledge and thrive in an unpredictable, increasingly connected
world that relies on the critical analysis of personal values and demands innovative solutions.
Thinking collaboratively includes the processes of analyzing, conceptualizing, and assessing
ideas through both personal reflection and public discourse; this exchange of ideas results in the
critical examination of personal meaning (Garrison, 2015). Thinking collaboratively involves
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communication and problem-solving skills for synergetic ideation and innovation (Kelley, 2013).
Learning is the development of deep conceptual knowledge attained through active participation
in creative and engaged environments where students can reflectively express their
understanding (Sawyer, 2006). A socially situated view of children’s learning occurs through
engagement in thoughtful discourse and inquiry, where children engage in self-directed
techniques of discovery and intellectual construction embedded in the context of a particular
phenomenon or content area (Gutwill & Allen, 2010). Inquiry techniques, which focus on
processes and skills and provide many opportunities for iteration and revision, have the power to
transform education from a passive and personal process to an active and collaborative endeavor
(Garrison, 2015). The Practical Inquiry model (Figure 1) represents a picture of this intimate
connection between thinking and learning, one where the “complex process of constructing
meaning reflectively and negotiating understanding collaboratively” (Garrison, 2015, p. 60)
occurs.

Figure 1.1: Practical Inquiry model (Garrison, 2015)
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Engineering in K-12 science education
Innovation and creative thinking is greatly enhanced through collaboration (Hemlin, Allwood
& Martin, 2008). The benefits of K-12 student interactions during collaboration include
strengthening students’ interpersonal skills and advancing individual knowledge construction
(Wiedmann, 2015). Recent initiatives in precollege and postsecondary settings acknowledge the
role of collaboration for innovation and the construction of knowledge. The Framework for K–12
Science Education (National Research Council, 2012) supports the development of these skills,
recognizing that advances in knowledge occur through collaborations and established social
norms, with many minds working together to communicate and share ideas over time. The Next
Generation Science Standards (NGSS) (Achieve, 2013), based on the Framework for K–12
Science Education (National Research Council, 2012) represent a novel and transformative
approach to teaching precollege science and engineering. Engineering is featured in two out the
three pillars that support each learning standard and representative student performance
expectation (Achieve, 2013). Engineering encompasses hands-on activity, inquiry, teamwork,
and other instructional practices that develop children’s “twenty-first century skills,” including
critical thinking, communication, collaboration, and creativity (Lachapelle and Cunningham,
2014).
The Engineering Design Process (EDP), the cyclical method of inquiry utilized by engineers,
is represented in two of the three learning dimensions in the NGSS. Engineering, Technology
and the Application of Science —one of the domains under Disciplinary Core Ideas (DCI), and
Practices—described as “behaviors that scientists engage in as they investigate and build models
and theories about the natural world and the key set of engineering practices that engineers use as
they design and build models and systems” (Lead States, 2013). A graphic of a simplified
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version of EDP is provided in Figure 2. The cyclical and iterative nature of the EDP is
recognizable, with certain steps more intricately related to others.

Figure 1.2: The EDP, National Center for Engineering and Technology Education
The need for high-quality teaching materials has increased as primary school educators search
for curriculum that aligns with the NGSS. The first edition of the Engineering is Elementary:
Engineering and Technology Lessons for Children (EiE) project and corresponding curriculum
was introduced by the Boston Museum of Science in 2005 and is recognized as a leading
national curriculum in elementary engineering education (Cunningham & Kelly, 2017). At this
time, the developers of the EiE curriculum were convinced that the most effective way of
engineering into the elementary curriculum, which heavily emphasizes mathematics and English
Language Arts, was to use an interdisciplinary approach to the work. By weaving engineering
into a relevant and meaningful storyline, by adding a social studies and multi-cultural approach,
the curriculum developers could present engineering in a context that was meaningful to young
children. Science content is squarely addressed, with mathematics and engineering practices used
to support student understanding. Each EiE unit is comprised of a similar format: Lesson 1
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encourages students to reflect upon the storyline and answer reading comprehension questions.
Lesson 2 introduces students to technology while Lesson 3 has students conduct a science
investigation. Lesson 4 has students using the knowledge gained in the previous lessons to
conduct a design challenge. In small groups, students engage in project-based, inquiry-oriented
activities as they apply elementary science to complete the engineering design process as part of
a culminating activity. Christine Cunningham, founder and director of the Engineering is
Elementary (EiE) curriculum, estimates that more than 2.7 million students and 33,000 teachers
have interacted with the materials since its inception (Cunningham, 2012).
Critical components of elementary engineering
Funding awarded by the National Science Foundation to EiE in 2012 supported a mixedmethod study to investigate how components of curriculum design expressed in EiE affect
teaching and learning. The Exploring the Efficacy of Engineering Education (E4) project was a
continuation of previously funded awards to study the efficacy of EiE teaching resources and
revise the curriculum based upon the E4 findings. This EiE study generated hundreds of hours of
video-recorded lessons in classrooms where trained educators taught the E4C (comparison)
curriculum and EiE (intervention) curriculum. One of the research questions posed by the E4
project is relevant to this study: Is the importance of hypothesized critical components of the
intervention, and the theory behind them, borne out by analysis? (Cunningham and Kelly, 2017).
In addition to research questions, E4 articulated eight hypothesized critical components of the
intervention. One is of particular interest to this study. It emphasizes the value of collaboration in
engineering and claims that the EiE curriculum promotes collaboration through the execution of
the engineering design process:
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Creativity, collaboration and persistence are valued and cultivated in the curriculum as in
engineering itself. Students are required to brainstorm, consider each other’s ideas, and
negotiate shared solutions (Cunningham and Kelly, 2017).
Cunningham and Kelly (2017) state that collaboration is an epistemic practice of engineering.
The Framework for Science Education addresses epistemic knowledge in grades K–12, stating,
“Epistemic knowledge is knowledge of the constructs and values that are intrinsic to science.
Students need to understand what is meant, for example, by an observation, a hypothesis, an
inference, a model, a theory, or a claim and be able to distinguish among them” (NRC, 2012, p.
79). Cunningham’s assertion declares collaboration to be an essential intrinsic construct of
engineering, akin to observation, as an essential construct of science. “Studies of engineering
practice note the importance of collaboration and the need to bring together expertise across
types of knowledge” (Cunningham & Kelly, 2017, p.7). Cunningham’s EiE curriculum involves
students learning engineering concepts through group work, reinforcing the idea that
collaboration is an epistemic, cognitive and social endeavor (Duschle, 2008).
Thinking collaboratively, as defined earlier by Garrison, is illustrated by another set of
epistemic practices of engineering (EPE) to which Cunningham alludes: “envisioning multiple
solutions” (Cunningham & Kelly, 2017, p. 9). Cunningham addresses another category of EPE
that qualifies as thinking collaboratively, “finding solutions through creativity and innovation”.
When students work in groups and take on certain roles and responsibilities, they simulate the
actions of experts who work collectively to solve modern problems or create novel solutions
(Dawson, personal communication, July 5, 2016; Kelley, 2009). Cunningham writes
convincingly about the necessity of working collaboratively within the context of engineering,
but very little information is provided about how these identified practices manifest themselves
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in the Engineering is Elementary curriculum, what specific teaching strategies are endorsed by
the curriculum to foster collaboration, or the outcomes of collaboration.
Complexity of collaboration
Collaboration infuses not only the act of multiple individuals working collectively, but also
include the synthesis of ideas, joint negotiation of understanding, reconciliation, compromise,
and other mental activities that make collaboration possible. A vast array of terminology can be
appropriately applied to describe the construct of collaboration: phrases such as thinking
collaboratively and collaborative learning possess a great deal of conceptual overlap, but they do
not represent identical constructs. In broad terms, collaboration can be defined as any method
whereby individuals work together in small groups to reach a common goal (Prince, 2004). The
definition of collaborative learning addresses outcomes derived from the collaboration process,
in which students construct shared knowledge through group interactions (Kaendler, Wideman,
Rummel & Spada, 2016; Wiedmann, 2015). Cuseo (1992) asserts that collaborative learning
must involve group members reaching consensus. During collaborative learning, certain
observable behaviors (indicators) imply that learning is taking place. Finally, the term thinking
collaboratively refers to small groups of students analyzing, conceptualizing, and assessing ideas
through personal reflection and public discourse (Garrison, 2015).
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Figure 1.3: Overlap between the different constructs involving collaboration
While these three expressions are similar, they are unique terms that are often used
interchangeably in the literature. In order to reconcile some of the discrepancies that exist in the
respective definitions of collaboration as cited in the literature review section of this study, an
overarching definition of collaboration must be established and adhered to when presenting the
research findings from this study. Here, the word Collaboration, spelled with a capital C, will be
used to designate a set of behaviors I have identified as encompassing the multiple dimensions of
the construct of collaboration: cooperative, cognitive, constructive, metacognitive and
collaborative behavior. A student’s collaborative behavior, one of the five dimensions of
Collaboration, will be delineated by specific indicators having to do with synthesizing ideas and
building consensus within the context of small group work. Consensus building, where solutions
are jointly negotiated by multiple members of the group, is the critical feature that distinguishes
collaborative behavior from the other indicators. Reaching consensus and/or combining two or
more ideas in a single plan delineates collaboration, with a lower-case ‘c’ used in the literature,
from Collaboration with an upper-case ‘C’ used in this study to encompass the broad range of
observable behaviors with distinct indicators that can occur during group work.
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Problem
To date, there have been no studies conducted by the E4 research team that assess the EiE curricular
material’s ability to foster Collaboration and the creative and innovative thinking that results. Since
Collaboration and innovative thinking are considered critical components of the EiE curriculum, the
analysis of classroom video and the general instructional strategies outlined by the curriculum will
generate a foundational understanding of the type and extent of Collaboration that is promoted through
the delivery of EiE instruction. Findings from this research highlight aspects of the curriculum that
were successful at promoting Collaboration and fostering innovation and suggest elements of the
curriculum that need adjusting in order for Collaboration to flourish.
My research study employed a qualitative case-study methodology (Stake, 2005) to examine a
hypothesized critical component of EiE curriculum to determine if the attributes of Collaboration, such
as thinking out loud, responding to each other’s ideas, and negotiating shared solutions, were visible
through the analysis of student video and corresponding audio in one lesson of the unit An Alarming
Idea: Designing Alarm Circuits. This study identified instances of Collaboration that occurred when
small groups of primary students worked together via an engineering design challenge. The identified
interactions between individuals during group work were defined as Collaboration, involving both the
synthesis of the reflective world of the individual and the connected world of the group (Garrison,
2015). Using descriptions of observed behaviors, I classified a predetermined set of student indicators,
cooperative, cognitive, metacognitive (Wiednann, 2015; Kaendler et al., 2016), constructive, and
collaborative (Cuseo, 1992) as being present among student groups.
Purpose
This study used a set of previously established elementary-school student behaviors as
indicators of Collaboration. The adapted Student Behavior Indicators instrument (Wiedmann,
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2015; Kaendler et al., 2016) served as a coding framework to determine what aspects of
Collaboration were evident in small groups of students working together during the engineering
design challenge lesson of EiE’s An Alarming Idea: Designing Alarm Circuits curriculum. Only
by investigating what students were already able to do in small group environments in the
context of engineering was it possible to identify what components of Collaboration existed,
what components needed to be addressed, where students needed support, and how the curricular
material provided students with the type of help necessary to successfully work in Collaboration
with group members.
Research questions:
1. What indicators of Collaboration were evident in the EiE curriculum unit An Alarming
Idea: Designing Alarm Circuits within student groups participating in these activities
during Lesson 4?
2. What design features of Lesson 4 of the EiE curriculum unit An Alarming Idea: Designing
Alarm Circuits and its enactment contributed to or inhibited Collaboration across all five of
the dimensions?
Limitations
I am using a secondary data source and I am merely an observer of the group work
phenomenon I am researching. I am removed from the entire classroom experience, only able to
watch a select group of students interact on video from a single pre-determined perspective.
Excluded from this study was first-hand information about the climate and culture of the
classroom, the context of the lesson, background knowledge of the student body, and the
students’ relationships to one another outside the classroom. I made no field notes or personal
observations, and I had difficultly hearing all of the pre-recorded audio accurately. I was not able
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to interview the teacher or observe her directly. Some of the student interactions I coded were
overt and easily observable (example: ‘group members respond to each other’s ideas’) while
others were inferred (example: ‘group members connect content that is already familiar to new
content to be learned’). Since drawing inferences is a subjective action, I recruited and employed
a colleague to help ensure the data was coded as objectively as possible.
The original training videos used by Kaendler et al. (2016) to educate sixth-grade
mathematics teachers on the use of the Student Behavior Indicators instrument used to evaluate
collaboration in the classroom were inaccessible to me because the videos were produced in
German. The video clips of student interactions the mathematics teachers observed as part of the
Kaendler et al. (2016) study were only 1–2 minutes long (Kaendler, personal communication,
December 26, 2016). The interactions recorded in the EiE videos are much longer, each lasting
anywhere from 5–25 minutes. This created an analysis challenge as I had to determine what
length of video segment should serve as an acceptable “interaction” period. Kaendler believes
the indicators can be used with younger students (grades 3) and can be used for other domains
than mathematics, such as engineering, because the indicators are presented as incomplete
checklists (Kaendler, personal communication, December 26, 2016) allowing other researchers
to add indicators and/or dimensions as appropriate.
Summary
Through the video analysis of an engineering curriculum that promotes the use of
Collaboration, insights into student interactions can be documented, categorized, and examined.
This examination can lead to a greater understanding of the construct of Collaboration, which
encompasses five dimensions of behavior (cooperative, constructive, cognitive, metacognitive
and collaborative) demonstrated in the elementary engineering classroom with specific
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indicators delineating each dimension. Only by investigating what dimensions of Collaboration
were present in classrooms where elementary students participated in engineering activities was
it possible to identify where student group-work needs support and how to provide classroom
teachers and curriculum writers with the type of support needed.
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The literature reviewed for this section was selected to help the researcher identify and
characterize instances of Collaboration that occur when elementary students participate in the
engineering design process. The literature reviewed references collaboration, with a small ‘c’,
not Collaboration, collaborative, or cooperative (italicized) as defined by the researcher, and will
be referred to accordingly in this chapter. Specific research studies that mention primary and
secondary-school students engaged in collaboration or cooperation during science, math, and
engineering activities were included in the review to provide a foundation of background
knowledge in this area. The scope of the literature included a comparison of cooperative and
collaborative behaviors and how these two constructs were used in a wide range of literature in
education. An examination of research conducted to identify and measure indicators of
collaborative behavior as defined by this study constitutes a significant portion of this chapter.
Survey research conducted on student attitudes, interests, and small group activity in elementary
science and engineering classrooms is also briefly addressed. Literature that reports on strategies
to foster Collaboration behaviors in an elementary setting was also referenced during this review.
Although the literature review covers multiple topics in a variety of contexts, the research study
focused primarily on the presence or absence of indicators of Collaboration in Lesson 4 of the
EiE unit An Alarming Idea: Designing Alarm Circuits to determine if this hypothesized critical
component of engineering manifests itself during the engineering design process.
Cooperation and collaboration in educational settings
A cooperation strategy requires individuals to work together to accomplish an outcome or a
product beneficial to them and other group members (Smith, Sheppard, Johnson, & Johnson,
2005; Springer, Stanne, & Donovan, 1999). Cooperation is often used as an implied method of
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efficiency: “Cooperation is accomplished by the division of labor among participants, as an
activity where each person is responsible for a portion of the problem solving… ” (Roschelle &
Teasley, 1995, p. 70). Cooperative learning involves the use of small groups in which students
work together on a collective task to maximize their own learning, as well as the learning of each
member of the group. It involves both individual and group accountability (Johnson, Johnson, &
Stanne, 2000; Cohen, 1994). Cooperative learning in the elementary grades includes providing
team building activities or elaborating on the social skills needed for effective group work and
discussing ways in which each group’s work could be accomplished more effectively (Springer,
Stanne, & Donovan, 1999). Cooperative learning involves positive interdependence in which
students work in teams to achieve a common goal and the final product is the result of individual
contributions rather than jointly negotiated solutions.
Generally, the literature described collaboration (lower case ‘c’) as a strategy in which
individuals work together in small groups to reach a common goal—a definition that
encompassed all group-based instructional methods, including cooperation (Prince, 2004). As
such, collaboration has been described as a philosophy of interactions, where people are
responsible for their actions, including the act of respecting the abilities and contributions of
peers (Panitz, 1999). Collaboration in the primary grades was defined as “the mutual engagement
of participants in a coordinated effort to solve the problem together” (Rochelle & Teasley, 1995,
p.70). Some literature suggested that collaboration contrasts with cooperation; the unstructured
nature of collaboration encourages participants to negotiate goals, define their own problems,
develop procedures, and produce socially constructed knowledge in small groups (Springer et al.,
1999). Attributes of collaboration include personal contributions, critiquing others ideas, and
integrating multiple thoughts (Bruffee, 1993). Collaboration requires articulation and reflection
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that helps students converge on a consensus or uncover unknown disagreements (Barron, 2003).
The act of collaboration can result in agreement among members, but it also fosters
disagreements and can generate cognitive dissonance, where conflicting personal beliefs, ideas,
and values are confronted and reconciled. The features of deliberation, integration, and
resolution compliments that of other collaborative learning and thinking collaboratively
advocates (Garrison, 2015).
Complexities of collaboration
As evidenced by this literature review, there was no agreed-upon meaning of the terms
‘collaboration’ and ‘cooperation’ as it pertains to group work and there is no consensus on their
differences or commonalities (Resta & Laferriere, 2007). Inconsistencies were evident in
conducting a literature review of research performed in elementary school settings. According to
Cuseo (1992), these terms were often used interchangeably in the literature, which reflected
numerous forms of group work loosely referred to as collaborative or cooperative by researchers
in American education (See Appendix A-1). Several terms were used in the literature when
discussing the various attributes of collaboration, prompting me to generate a visual display of
these terms. The terms are represented as circles, the attributes are represented as boxes, the
interconnectedness of each is represented using straight lines with the credited author(s) written
in each attribute box (see Figure 2.1) These terms include but were not limited to; cooperative
learning, group work environments aimed at a common goal where collaboration can take place
but does not have to (Kaendler, 2016; Weidmann, 2015; Cuseo, 1992); collaborative learning,
where students exchange information and ideas, building personal and shared knowledge
(Kaendler, 2016; Weidmann, 2015; Garrison, 2015, Cunningham, 2017; and Cuseo, 1992); and
thinking collaboratively, when students work together to analyze, conceptualize and assess ideas
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presented by themselves and others (Garrison, 2015). While not directly stated, Kaendler (2016)
and Weidmann (2015) embraced the term thinking collaboratively through the development and
deployment of the Student Behavior Indicators tool, where indicators of student thinking were
measured as students shared ideas with one another, recognized one another’s
misunderstandings, confronted their own misconceptions, and questioned one another.
The largest term, or circle, included in the visual organizer (Figure 2.1) is collaboration.
This is the overarching expression used to embrace the myriad terms and attributes related to
construct of collaboration. Cuseo (2002) stated that collaboration must involve all members of a
small group of students who aim to reach consensus with respect to some plan or idea (Bruffee,
1993; Wiener, 1986). The origin of the word collaboration means integration or convergence—
i.e., to “co-labor” or work together (J. Cuseo, personal communication, November 7, 2016).
Cuseo described a second attribute of collaboration as being the sharing and combining of two or
more ideas by members (2002), where a solution was jointly negotiated by all group members.
Cueso’s definition of the word collaboration was embraced by Cunningham (2012) who stated
that collaboration, where small groups of students work together to arrive in agreement on a
solution to a problem, was an epistemic practice of engineering and was a critical component of
the EiE curriculum.
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Figure 2.1: The different constructs of collaboration, attributes, and researcher behind them.
For this research study, the author has adopted the term collaborative as expressed by
Cuseo (1992), but embraced by Wiedmann (2015), Kaendler et al., (2016), Cunningham (2012),
Cunningham and Kelly (2017), and Garrison (2015). I created two behavior indicators based
upon the Cuseo’s assertion that collaborative behavior involves (1) students working together to
reach consensus and (2) two or more ideas are synthesized into a proposed solution (Cuseo,
1992). Cuseo’s definitions of collaboration represent a dimension of Collaboration referred to
during this study as collaborative behaviors, supplementing the existing cooperative, cognitive,
and metacognitive dimensions described in the introduction. Therefore, the three dimensions of
Collaboration proposed by Weidmann (2015) and Kaendler et al. (2016) have been
supplemented with a fourth dimension of Collaboration proposed by Cuseo (1992) labeled
collaborative. Kaendler (personal communication, December 26, 2016) introduced the
indicators in her study as incomplete checklists, endorsing the idea that further indicators could
be added to the tool. Finally, I combined one indicator from the cooperative dimension (‘Group
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members share ideas’) with one indicator from the cognitive dimension (‘Group members think
out loud’) of the Wiedmann (2015) and Kaendler et al. (2016) adapted instrument to create a
new dimension labeled constructive behavior. Justification for combining these two indicators
into a single category included difficulty delineating the two behaviors from one another and the
overlap between the two; in order for a student to share an idea with others they must think out
loud. From these additions and adaptations, a new Student Behavior Indicators of Collaboration
instrument was developed (see Figure 2.2) and used in this study for the analysis of the student
videos recorded during Lesson 4 of EiE An Alarming Idea: Designing an Alarm Circuit.

Figure 2.2: Creation of the Student Behavior Indicators of Collaboration instrument
Collaboration and cooperation in K-8 engineering and science
The Engineering Design Process (EDP), the cyclical method of inquiry utilized by engineers,
is prominently featured in the NGSS for K–8 students (Cunningham & Kelly, 2017). The EDP,
as taught in elementary engineering, will be described in greater detail in the following section.
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Design challenges motivate students to solve problems and learn engineering, science, and
mathematics (Klein & Sherwood, 2005), with competition against nature and competition against
peers as successful motivators for middle school students (Sadler, Coyle & Schwartz, 2000).
Researchers from the University of Nevada in Reno found that middle school students not
usually engaged in science were actively engaged in the design process (Cantrell, Pekcan, Itani
& Velasquez-Bryant, 2006). Open-ended engineering design projects are outlets for creativity
and ways for students to uniquely convey their knowledge and understanding (Cejka, Rogers &
Portsmore, 2006). Roehrig, Moore, Wang, and Park (2012) believed there were many reasons for
weaving engineering design into science lessons, such as developing problem-solving skills,
improving communication, and advancing team-working skills.
A few examples of research on thinking collaboratively in elementary science and
engineering education exist in the literature. Schauble, Klopfer, and Raghaven (1991) conducted
a study of elementary students working with identical models to complete both a science
problem and an engineering problem. For the science lesson, students examined and explained
the effects of various factors on a single variable. For the engineering problem, students worked
together to select a single design for optimal output. Learning outcomes were superior for the
group that conducted the engineering challenge first, suggesting, “…children benefit from endsoriented, practical activities prior to means-oriented science activities. When children are asked
to determine cause and effects, they prefer instead to engage in optimizing for a desired
outcome” (Schauble et al., 1991, p. 203).
Roth (1997) conducted case studies of 4th- and 5th-grade students involved in an open-design
engineering unit from Engineering for Children: Structures, a curriculum to study the collective
practices exhibited by students within groups and outside of groups as they negotiated a design-
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based project. Roth (1997) chose six categories for partners’ project-related discourses and
activities, classifying behaviors as parallel (students working on aspects of their project
independently), collaborative (students working on or talking about the same aspect of their
project), independent (one student works on the group’s project while the other is involved in
non-group activities), neither (both students are involved in non-group activities), and with
teacher (interactions with the teacher on certain aspects of the project). The researcher analyzed
videotapes of five student groups over time periods of one to 10 hours, parsing the videotapes
into 5-second intervals to establish a frame of reference for changing units of analysis (Roth,
1997). Using video analysis along with ethnographic observations and structured interviews,
Roth found that collaboration can manifest in a variety of interactions including conversations,
actions, parallel, and individual work within and outside of the group. His study also included
strong evidence for interactional flexibility among students working in groups, the construction
of social norms within the group, and the benefits of interacting with peers outside of the
assigned group (Roth, 1997). He noted, however, that “detailed analyses of how individual
groups interact across long periods of time within one lesson and across lessons have not yet
been done” (Roth, 1997, p. 279). This study will address this gap by analyzing an individual
group’s interactions across a six-hours period of time within one lesson to determine how
Collaboration manifested itself among third graders conducting engineering activities.
Souvignier and Kronenberger (2007) investigated the impact of the “jigsaw + questioning”
method on the academic achievement of third graders participating in cooperative learning
sessions in science. Students and teachers were divided into groups and each group was assigned
a science topic to learn about and become the “expert”. After a period of time, the experts
returned to their “home” to teach their fellow students about their area of expertise. Some of the
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expert jigsaw students received special training on questioning techniques to use during
cooperative work. When the experts returned to their home groups, the group was referred to as
“jigsaw + questioning” group. The jigsaw students that did not receive any special training on
questioning techniques were referred to as the “jigsaw” group.
The researchers compared the traditional jigsaw method of cooperative learning, “jigsaw”
condition, to the “jigsaw + questioning” condition where the experts were taught to use five
questions along with the sequence of listening-asking-responding (Souvignier & Kronenberger,
2007). The Guided Peer Questions that students were told to ask in both jigsaw phases (expert
group and home group settings) were:
(a) “What does … mean?” (b) “Explain why….” (c) “Explain how.…” (d)
“How are … and … similar?” and (e) “Explain the difference between …
and ….”
In total, 56 groups were observed and videotaped (10 minutes each) during cooperative learning
sessions. Videos were analyzed and student questions were categorized by quality of questions
and student discussions using two independent raters with an acceptable level of inter-rater
reliability of 71% (Souvignier & Kronenberger, 2007). The researchers found low learning gains
from untrained cooperative groups; they found modest gains from cooperating groups that
received questioning training; and they found the greatest gains from teacher-guided groups.
This study suggested that cooperative learning in children needs explicit support (questioning
and explanation training) as well as implicit (fostering interdependence), the result of which
“seems very likely that cooperative learning in young children will lead to superior learning
effects” (Souvignier & Kronenberger, 2007 p. 769).
Souvignier and Kronenberger’s findings (2007) concur with research findings from early
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childhood cognitive development specialists. Kushnir asserted that students in the primary grades
are cognitively and developmentally capable of participating in the engineering design process
(EDP): they can evaluate one another’s designs, select one superior design, and/or synthesize
(combining attributes of multiple ideas) and create a solution or product (T. Kushnir, personal
communication, October 27, 2016). According to Kushnir, ‘developmentally capable’ is a term
conceptualized in both social and educational contexts: in some contexts, and with the right
guidance, children will master the inquiry process. This guidance can come in the form of
questioning strategies and various teaching techniques, such as educators facilitating the
engineering design process or children being able to practice simple problems before gradually
taking on more advanced challenges and completing design work (T. Kushnir, personal
communication, October 27, 2016).
STEM Teaching Tools, a resource developed to support educators teaching science,
technology, engineering, and math, contains teaching strategies, tools, and ideas for addressing
higher-order thinking, problem-solving, and communication strategies promoted in the Next
Generation Science Standards. Science education specialists from the University of Washington
and other collaborating institutions have developed a tool called a “Student Talk Flow Chart” to
help teachers plan discourse activities for equitable sense making around science topics. The talk
activities include such strategies as Peer Idea Coaches, Talk Resource Cards, and Partner
Conversational Supports. For example, a sentence starter for working together in a group might
be, “We think this supports the theory ____ because ______.” Tips for sharpening students’
science communication skills are available for free online at STEM Teaching Tools
(http://stemteachingtools.org/). These teaching and learning tools served as prompts and scaffold
learning by encouraging students to provide evidence for their thinking, address other students’
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misconceptions, and confront their own understanding as they describe it to their peers (Bell,
Bricker, Tzou, Lee & Van Horne, 2012).
Educators trained on how to teach the engineering design process as part of the EiE
professional development workshops prior to implementation of the curriculum benefited from
the provided strategies, modeling, and scaffolding (Cunningham & Carlsen, 2014). An
evaluation from two years of field-testing of the EiE curriculum by trained educators found that
the value of engineering in the classroom extended beyond science knowledge and that “by
tackling engineering design challenges, students practice 21st-century skills such as creativity,
collaboration, critical thinking, and problem solving” (Lachapelle, Sargianis & Cunningham,
2013 p.75). However, data detailing the skills exhibited by students that were considered
characteristic of collaboration were not provided by Lachapelle et al. (2013), suggesting their
assertions were anecdotal in nature. According to Cunningham, studies of EiE that specifically
examined the collaborative aspects of this successful engineering curriculum were not conducted
(Cunningham, personal communication, October 27, 2016). This current research study will help
bridge this gap by identifying specific behaviors indicative of Collaboration as being either
present or not present during group work conducted by third graders participating in the EiE
curriculum.
Engineering design process
The engineering design process (EDP) is a method that engineers follow to individually or
collectively to come up with a solution to a problem or support the development of technologies.
The engineering design process at an elementary level includes: defining a problem
(distinguishing constraints and criteria), brainstorming possible solutions, planning and creating
a solution – ideally a single solution distilled from multiple ideas (C. Cunningham, personal
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communication October 27, 2016), testing and evaluating a solution, redesigning to improve a
solution, and communicating solutions. For young children, developing these practices means
supporting them in becoming intentional about utilizing the EDP. Such skill development
includes asking and answering good questions, creating communicative drawings and other
representations of designs, recording findings, and analyzing designs for improvement
(Lachapelle &Cunningham, 2014). Collaboration is an additional skill that Lachapelle and
Cunningham (2014) and the National Research Council (2012) emphasized as being valuable for
students to learn because of engineering’s collaborative nature: professional engineers often
work collectively in teams with other engineers and scientists to solve problems or develop new
technologies.
Roth (1996) determined that fourth and fifth grade children confronted and evaluated their
solutions collectively while engaged in the EDP during a civil engineering unit on towers and
bridges. Students reframed their solutions based on their judgments of criteria or constraints of
structural stability, aesthetics, and other personal goals (Roth, 1996). Through re-articulation of
goals, Roth discovered that the groups’ negotiation of standards for design evolved through
iterative states of evaluation, learning, and redesign. Roth observed the following collaborative,
cognitive, and metacognitive behaviors exhibited by the students:
(a) identify and test their own problem frames and solutions in ill-defined contexts, (b)
design their own procedures and experiments, (c) formulate new problems based on
previous claims and solutions, (d) link current experiences to prior activities and
knowledge, and (e) share and discuss their procedures, products and solutions (Roth,
1996, p. 183).
While not an exhaustive list, Roth’s study shed light on the variety of indicators that were
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observable during group work conducted by elementary students during the engineering design
process, providing a strong foundation for future studies involving Collaboration.
Student behaviors during group work
According to Wiedmann, the foundation of Collaboration is communication and
understanding, requiring groups of students to coordinate both how and what they communicate
(2015). Vygotsky’s social development theory emphasized that learning occurs during rearticulation and other discourse events, supporting the notion that meaning-making is a
collaborative process (Vygotsky, 1978; Garrison, 2015). The interactive process that occurs
during collaboration reorganizes and restructures the individual’s own knowledge and thinking—
a process that would not occur to the greatest extent if the individuals were working
independently (Fawcett a& Garton, 2005). Effective verbal communications support students’
engagement in higher-order cognitive processes, such as providing rich explanations, asking
suitable questions, providing adequate time for the partner to think, and using supportive skills
such as listening, giving feedback, and encouragement (Webb & Favier, 1999).
Cognitive behaviors for knowledge construction through group learning have been well
studied and provide a list of visible indicators that include asking specific questions, giving
elaborate answers, providing reasons for disagreement, and comparing different solutions (Webb
& Favier, 1999). Research by Johnson and Johnson (1998) described collaboration as group
members building common understanding through the sharing information and/or ideas,
behaviors largely in the cognitive domain. Indicators of metacognitive activities described by
researchers include group members monitoring tasks, making plans, regulating challenges, and
other reflective practices (Persico, Pozzi, & Sarti, 2010; Wiedmann, 2015).
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Koszalka, Song, and Grabowski (2001) studied the reflective practices of sixth-eighth
grade students involved in collaborative activities. Teachers in the research study reported that
students were inexperienced in decision-making involving the group. The teachers needed to
provide frequent coaching and robust scaffolding in such situations. These authors concluded
that “further research is needed to investigate how to scaffold students for successful
participation in collaborative activities” (Koszalka et al., 2001, p.5).
Monitoring student interactions during group work
Since the effectiveness of Collaboration depends largely on the type of interactions
students experience, research has been conducted to determine how to evaluate the cooperative,
cognitive, and metacognitive aspects of student exchanges during group activities (Wiedmann,
2015; Kaendler, Wiedmann, Leuders, Rummel, & Spada, 2016; Garrison, 2015). Indicators of
cooperative, cognitive, and metacognitive aspects of student interactions were developed based
on researched student interactions in Germany and were compiled into a single assessment tool
validated by Wiedmann (2015) and again by Kaendler et al., (2016). The instrument (Figure 2.3)
was used in their research study to assess the monitoring competency of teachers evaluating
videos of sixth grade mathematics students participating in collaborative learning activities to
notice cooperative, cognitive, and metacognitive behavioral indicators. This tool serves as the
foundation to the Student Behavior Indicators of Collaboration instrument used in the current
research study.
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Figure 2.3: Indicators as proposed by Wiedmann (2015) and revised by Kaendler et al. (2016)
There are three overarching activities (referred to as ‘domains’ in the current research
study) listed in the left-hand column of Figure 2.3, consisting of cooperative, cognitive, and
metacognitive activities. Descriptions of student activities are labeled as items (referred to as
‘behavior indicators’ in the current research study) and are listed in the right-hand column. These
items are identical to the descriptions provided in the Student Behavior Indicators of
Collaboration tools described in the Methods section of this study.
Discourse analysis during engineering group work
Researchers Schnittka and Schnittka (2016) used discourse analysis to interpret interactional
styles within and without small groups of students to investigate gender and collaborative group
dynamics. The four groups studied consisted of three or four students in grades six and seven who
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were participating in Studio STEM, an engineering design-based afterschool program. The
researcher collected 12 hours of video data taken of both small groups (approximately 5 hours)
and whole room (approximately 7 hours) to serve as their “samples” of group interactions. The
researchers transcribed all videos and used discourse tools outlined by Gee (2004) to help identify
subject orientation (Self, Group, Other) and Processual Speech Acts (Idea, Interrogation, Indirect
Request, and Direct Request). These categories served as the code type for the behaviors observed
during the group design processes and were therefore labeled as processual.
Descriptions as well as examples of each code type were provided by Schnittka and
Schnittka (2016) during their research study using discourse analysis (see Figure 2.4). These
descriptions contain similarities to the codes in the Student Behavior Indicators of Collaboration
and specific behavior examples to be this research study. Strong parallels can be drawn between
descriptions used to code Processual Speech Acts, speech acts relating to the group design
process, in the Schnittka and Schnittka (2106) study to the student indicators used to describe
constructive and cognitive behaviors in the current research study.

Figure 2.4: Discourse analysis codes from Schnittka & Schnittka (2016)
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A description of their Processual Speech Acts includes ‘Idea: A type of declaration that
asserts and opinion or idea or action, including those made to rebut statements made by others’.
An example of ‘Idea’ is: “I don’t think the gear will work if we attach it because it is too
small.” A comparison can be made between this identified Processual Speech Act and the
constructive behavior indicator in the Student Indicators of Collaborative Behaviors in the
current research study. Constructive is the code for when a group member thinks out loud or
group members share ideas. An example of a constructive behavior is: “I think/I don’t think….”
Or “I have an idea.”
A description of the Processual Speech Act also includes ‘Interrogation: A questions posed
to others to elicit information or ideas’. An example of the act Interrogation is: “Why do you
think the gears aren’t meshing?” Interrogation in the Schnittka and Schnittka (2016) study is
very similar to the cognitive indicator in the current research study. Cognitive is the code word
for when group members ask each other questions when they don’t understand something. An
example of a cognitive behavior is: “What should we do next?” or “How does the bulb light?”
The Processual Speech Act ‘Indirect Request’ also shares some overlap with the cognitive
behavior indicator in the current research study. In the examples provided in Figure 2.4, an
‘Indirect Request’ is a request made in an indirect manner instead of direct manner, such as
those in the form of a question. For example: “Why don’t we move the gear over there?” is an
Indirect Request. The Student Behavior Indicators of Collaboration instrument is not sensitive
enough to pick up on the subtle differences between questions presented to elicit information
(coded as an ‘Interrogation’) and questions presented as requests (coded as an ‘Indirect
Request’). Instead, the Student Behavior Indicators of Collaboration instrument will code all
questions as cognitive in nature, regardless of the intent of the question. Similarities in these
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two coding mechanisms, one provided by Schnittka and Schnittka (2016) and the other provided
by Wiedmann (2015) and Kaendler et al. (2016), supports the use of a single instrument with
categories of indicators suggestive of Collaboration behaviors being present or not present
during elementary-student group work settings.
Role of gender and race in group work
Schnittka and Schnittka’s 2016 study of the interactional styles focused on male groups
during an engineering design-based afterschool program. Using discourse analysis, the
researchers found that the majority of clausal subjects spoken by same-gender triads of boys
were oriented to others (you/you all/you guys) compared to the self (I/me), or the group (we/us).
Other-oriented and self-oriented speech preferences demonstrated value placed on other and
individual work over collaborative, group-oriented work (Schnittka and Schnittka, 2016).
However, the proportion of group-oriented speech doubled from the first lesson to the final, fifth
session, signifying a growing reliance on collaboration to achieve project goals.
Schnittka and Schnittka (2016) found that group-oriented, indirect interactional speech
styles indicative of collaborative work were exhibited in girls-only groups. Tallied findings
showed that the majority of phrases spoken by students in the girls group were oriented to the
group (we/us) compared to the self (I/me) or other (you/you all/you guys). These speech
preferences served as demonstrations of group cohesiveness and unity (Schnittka & Schnittka,
2016). Members of the all-girl groups also outwardly displayed solidarity by utilizing more
indirect processual speech acts. The girls used ‘ideas’ (declaration of an idea or opinion) and
‘indirect requests’ (a request made indirectly, through a question or a statement) more
frequently than direct requests while engaging in the design process.
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In Schnittka and Schnittka’s (2016) study, mixed-gender groups exhibited the greatest
difference in group-collaborative dynamics, demonstrating that both boys and girls adjust their
interactional style over time when working together. Boys utilized indirect techniques that were
common in the girls-only group, whereas girls utilized direct, more aggressive styles that were
common in the boys group (Schnittka & Schnittka, 2016). The authors noticed that vying for
personal time with materials indicated a desire to control the design object and contributed to a
larger percentage of self (individual) advocating over group (collaborative) work (Schnittka &
Schnittka, 2016, p.12).
Kurth, Anderson, and Palincsar (2002) used discourse analysis to study the interactional
dynamics of a group of four sixth-grade students of mixed races and social class as they worked
together on a science investigation modified from the Colored Solutions curriculum. Findings
from this study revealed that the construction of power, culture, and social norms were evident
through the interactions of elementary students participating in small group activities. Cultural
differences among the children as displayed through language generated messages about status
and privilege that made it “difficult for them to attain intersubjective coordination among their
activities and meanings” (Kurth et al., 2002, p. 309).
Group size
Roth’s 1997 study of fifth-grade students from middle-income homes was conducted to
answer questions addressing collective activities conducted by dyads in science class. Roth was
interested in researching elementary students’ abilities to structure their group activity, negotiate
with their group members, and interact with other groups. Roth observed and videotaped small
groups of students engaged in the Engineering for Children: Structures curriculum which offered
an open-ended engineering problem for students to solve. After watching the recorded video and
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tallying the number of instances of collaborative, parallel, and independent work time
contributions to the project, his findings of one dyad (both males) revealed that students spent the
majority of their assigned group-time working collaboratively. As part of his analysis of
collaboration, Roth (1997) looked carefully at the dyads’ practice of ‘negotiation’; he witnessed
the mutual sharing of ideas, and, in the examples he provided, the full acceptance of as well as
the categorical rejection of one student’s idea by the other. Roth’s (1997) findings demonstrated
the ability of dyads to exhibit flexible thinking, where students recognized the importance of
harmonious functioning of joint work even if it is not always put into practice by both group
members.
Results of meta-analysis of within-class grouping on student achievement in elementary,
secondary, and post-secondary levels (Lou, Abrami, Spence, Poulsen, Chambers, & d’Apollonia,
1996) featured the analyses of grouping characteristics (size) on student achievement (pairs, 3–4
members, 5–7 members). Group size was significantly related to the magnitude of the effect
sizes; the average effect size for pairs (d+ = +0.15) and for 3–4 member groups (d+ = +0.22)
were both significantly higher than that for 5-7 member groups (d+ = -0.02). Effect size between
dyads, triads, and quadriads was not significant, but optimally sized groups for learning appear to
be between 2–4 students.
Class time spent on engineering and science
According to The Nation’s Report Card, nearly 80% of teachers of fourth-grade students in
the United States spend 2.3 hours a week on science instruction (Rampey, 2009). Banilower,
Smith, Weiss, Malzahn, Campbell, and Weis’ 2013 study revealed that 20% of K–3rd grade
teachers and 35% of 4–6th grade teachers in self-contained classes in the United States teach
science all or most days, but no information about the amount of time (minutes/hours) allocated
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to science instruction was provided. New York State reported that 36% of the fourth-grade
students in the state receive three hours or more of science instruction each week (Rampey,
2009) while statistics from Souvignier and Kroenberger’s 2007 study stated that 64% of New
York States’ third-grade students spend fewer than three hours a week on science instruction.
Pianta, Belsky, Houts, and Morrison (2007) found that 92% of all instructional time in grade
school in the United States is spent working in whole-group or individual seat-work setting with
less the 5% of instructional time spent in small group settings. Souvignier and Kronenberger’s
2007 study of third grade students yielded similar findings: 75% of science and mathematics
instructional time is used for teacher presentations, seat work, and whole class discussions while
just 4% of instructional time is used for group work. In New York State, elementary-school
students spend five hours a day on instructional time at school (NYSED, 2017) for a total of 25
hours of instructional time during a standard week. Using NYSED figure and equivalent
statistics from Souvignier and Kroenberger’s 2007 study, some 64% of NYS third-grade students
spend only one hour or less per week working in small group settings.
At the elementary-school level, science instructional time is frequently combined with time
spent in small group settings. The amount of time elementary-school students spend learning
science concepts and investigative procedures can be enhanced with small group work where
students interact and negotiate with one another (Kurth, Anderson, & Palincsar, 2002).
Engineering design activities also promote and reinforce social processes (Cunningham and
Kelly, 2017). This suggests that as science and engineering curricula become integrated in the
elementary classroom as NGSS is implemented in the United States, the time devoted to group
activities can, and should, increase. Conversely, as the amount of time devoted to science
instruction decreases as a result of high-stakes testing and accountability measures in elementary
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mathematics and English-language arts, the amount of time spent in small-groups settings may
decrease.
Teacher professional development in engineering education
Brophy, Klein, Portsmore, and Rogers (2008) state that K-12 teachers need to become more
that just familiar with the steps of the engineering design process; teachers must become
proficient in using them in practice before enacting in them in the classroom. Brophy and
colleagues argue that effective PD must include teachers actively participating in each step of the
engineering design process. Cunningham and Carlsen (2014) affirm this position, stating that
teachers must engage in the engineering design process in order to understand engineering
practices. Teachers do not learn the practices or how to teach the practices by reading or
watching other people– they must be involved in the activities directly (Cunningham and
Carlsen, 2014).
Lachapelle, Sargianis, and Cunningham (2013) state, “by tackling engineering design
challenges, students practice 21st-century skills such as creativity, collaboration, critical thinking
and problem solving”, skills referred to as engineering habits of mind. These habits of mind are
ways of thinking in order to solve problems for a specific purpose, embracing systems thinking,
optimism, and attention to ethical considerations (Moore, Tank, Glancy & Kersten, 2015).
Teachers using engineering “habits of mind” as a component of PD, including such
activities as collaboration and teamwork, asking probing questions, cooperation and
communication, which can serve as powerful methods to advance learning and metacognition in
professional growth settings (English, Hudson, & Dawes, 2013). Modeling such effective
pedagogies that reinforce engineering practices and the discussion, reflection, and
acknowledgment of the variety of solutions is extremely important when introducing engineering
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to teachers (Cunningham & Carlsen, 2014). Teacher PD shares many parallels to engineering
design itself – it too is an iterative process, generates tangible products, incorporates analysis and
evaluation, and attends to the diverse needs of clients (schools, students, administrators, etc.).
Cunningham and Carlsen (2014) suggest that guiding principles for teacher PD and ongoing
support should be thought of as a sequence of “design criteria” followed both during and beyond
the professional development programs.
Survey studies in elementary engineering and science
Widespread integration of engineering in elementary science curriculum is a recent
endeavor, ignited by the recognition by the Association for the Advancement of Science (1993)
of the need for children to design, build, and take things apart (Lachapelle et al., 2011) and
fueled by the Framework for K–12 Science Education (NRC, 2012) and NGSS (Lead States,
2013) support of engineering by featuring it alongside science. The prominence of engineering in
elementary classrooms today stands in contrast to the lack of research on the impact of
engineering on student learning in elementary schools. Large-scale studies across 1st, 3rd, and 5th
grades, addressing cooperative learning, technology, science, or social studies are rare but do
exist (Pianta et al., 2007).
Early studies of Engineering is Elementary curriculum units found moderate to large effect
sizes on science and engineering achievement for students from all demographics (Cunningham,
2012). These findings, based upon convenience sampling and units still under development,
revealed that “EiE is having an impact on student learning, perceptions, and attitudes and is
engaging to a diverse group of students” (Cunningham, 2012, p.2). Other published results from
evaluations conducted by the EiE project team and reviewed by an external evaluator
demonstrated that, when compared to a control group of students who study only science,
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children who study science and engineering using EiE: “(a) learn significantly more about
engineering and technology, (b) learn significantly more about science related to the unit, and (c)
are more likely to indicate interest in engineering as a career” (Cunningham & Lachapelle, 2010;
Lachapelle, Cunningham, Jocz, Kay, Phadnis, Wertheimer, & Arteaga, 2011; Lachapelle,
Cunningham, Lee-St. John, Cannady, & Keenan, 2010).
Literature on the impact of another popular engineering curriculum for K-5 students,
Project Lead the Way Launch, on student learning of general science and engineering content are
extremely limited (Shannon, 2016). Project Lead the Way (PLTW) Launch, modeled after the
high school engineering curriculum Project Lead the Way Engineering, is an exploratory
engineering curriculum where students are encouraged to think like an engineer at a very young
age. PLTW Launch modules were first implemented in elementary schools during the 2013-2014
school year (www.pltw.org). Shannon (2016) used pre-and post-assessments to measure a studygroup of 78 fifth grade students’ self-concepts, value/importance of, and interest in mathematics,
science, and technology in alternative treatment groups using ordinal-scale-survey data that
measured students’ attitudes towards STEM. Results from this study revealed that students’ selfconcepts, interest in STEM, and value/importance of STEM was largely unaffected after the
PLTW Launch implementation (Shannon, 2016).
Few research studies chronicle the actual classroom experiences involving group work for
large samples of elementary students involved in science and technology (Pianta et al., 2007). As
part of a longitudinal study, Pianta et al. (2007) observed 737 5th-grade classrooms, coding for
the presence of 44 behavioral events in 10-minue cycles during approximately six hours to
research the quality of the instruction and emotional climate. Results from this study indicated
that in 3rd and 5th grades, students spent less than 10% of their classroom activity time on
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science, with 92% of their instructional time spent working in whole-class or individual-seat
work settings (Pianta et al., 2007). During the study, few opportunities were provided to
students to work together in small groups, to develop or practice social and analytic skills, or to
engage in extended interactions with peers or teachers. The apparent lack of research and data in
the field on small group work in the context of elementary engineering education will be
addressed by this research study.
Rater bias in qualitative research
Armstrong, Gosling, Weinman, & Marteau (1997) addressed concerns regarding inter-rater
reliability in qualitative research in their empirical study analyzing transcripts from a series of
interviews conducted with

oiiu fibrosis patients. The same set of transcripts from the

interviews were reviewed by six experienced, independent qualitative researchers who were
asked by Armstrong et al. (1997) to review and identify five different themes from the
interviews. The main findings from this study revealed that there was a degree of consensus in
the identification of the themes, but that the presentation of the themes were different based on
the context and interpretations of each reviewer (Armstrong et al., 1997). The implications of
this study suggest that inter-rater reliability, concerned with the establishment of accuracy
through the consensus of multiple researchers, “is limited by the processes inherent in qualitative
research . . . interpretation involves a dialogue between researcher and data in which the
researcher’s own views have important effects” (Armstrong et al., 1997, p. 605). Rater-bias can
contribute to close to 20% of the variance accounted for during expert-ratings of items measuring
classroom management and learning support (Wiedmann, 2015). These findings suggest that
research involving inter-rater reliability and inter-rater agreement can be flawed, even when
adequate training, detailed descriptions and examples have been provided to raters.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS
This research study will help fill the gap in the existing research on group work in
elementary-school engineering by providing a characterization of a condition, Collaboration, in a
sample population demarcated by the class’ participation in an EiE curriculum (Creswell, 2013).
The findings from this study will contribute to a better understanding of the aspects of
Collaboration that manifest in student groups during EiE activities in the classroom. This will be
most directly applicable to the educators who have received EiE training and follow the EiE
curriculum.
This study is a qualitative, single-case study that employs purposeful sampling from a
secondary data set. Creswell (2013) suggested that case study research is a methodology, “a type
of design in qualitative research that may be an object of a study as well as a product of the
inquiry” (p. 97). Stake (2005) believed that case study research is not a methodology, but a
choice of what is to be studied—a case within a system bounded by time and place. In
accordance with Stake’s (2005) definition, the case in this study was bound by one science
curriculum, EiE’s An Alarming Idea: Designing Alarm Circuits, one elementary classroom
educator, and two elementary science classes (one per year over the course of two academic
years). Yin (2003) asserted that case study is a research method when the focus of the study is on
“a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context” (p. 13), when the behavior of those
involved in the study cannot be manipulated, and when the context of the study is important to
the phenomenon being studied. This current study on Collaboration meets Yin’s criteria:
observed behaviors are reliant upon social interaction, observed behaviors include skills highly
coveted by modern society, and the observer of the interactions is a non-participant. As a result
of using a case-study approach, a deeper understanding of ‘‘why’’ and ‘‘how’’ the EiE
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curriculum impacted the frequency and the type of student behaviors indicative of Collaboration
were explored through the analysis of compiled video and audio data (Yin, 2003). Identified
themes, assertions, and conclusions presented were derived from the findings of this single-case
study and may not be generalizable from one case to another due to varying contexts (Creswell,
2013). However, certain attributes of the curriculum and instructional strategies that contributed
to an increase in Collaboration may be effectively implemented in other elementary engineering
curriculum materials and professional development training.
In order to develop an in-depth understanding of how and why Collaboration manifests
itself within elementary engineering, the EiE curriculum was selected for this study because it
serves as an exemplar of elementary engineering curricula. The EiE curriculum was developed
by a team of experts, was rigorously field-tested, and employed best practices as evidenced by
extensive evaluation and research (Lachapelle et al., 2011). Teachers who use the curriculum
were eligible to receive training by EiE staff. During this training, teachers engaged in
engineering practices and model pedagogies that support these practices (Cunningham &
Carlsen, 2014). The EiE curriculum serves as a model curriculum for engineering teaching and
learning activities, providing the best possible collection of evidence to answer the research
questions posed in this study.
Instrument selection
I used an existing instrument for this research study that employed a closed-coding
mechanism to identify student behaviors categorized as indicators of Collaboration (Kaendler et
al., 2016; Wiedmann, 2015). I modified the instrument using generated collaborative behavior
indicators (Cueso, 1992) and constructive behavior indicators generated by pooling two
indicators from two separate dimensions into a single new dimension. In addition, I developed
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descriptive examples of identifying behaviors exhibited by students involved in engineering in
order to make my instrument better suited for the specific population under study (Creswell,
2013). This study examines a hypothesized critical component of the EiE curriculum to
determine through the analysis of student video and corresponding audio if the attributes of
Collaboration are present or not present. The study identified instances of Collaboration,
determined by the observation of specific behavior indicators in the cooperative, constructive,
cognitive, metacognitive and collaborative dimensions, that occur when small groups of students
worked together to conduct the engineering design process through participation in a design
challenge. The total number of indicators in each of the dimensions were tallied, recorded, and
then organized by team, year, and lesson section for each group of students. Tallied data was
compiled into tables and graphs to assist in finding trends that compare the number of indicators
present in different groups, different years, and in different sections of Lesson 4.
Rationale
Analysis of pre-recorded EiE videos will contribute to a greater understanding of how
Collaboration was fostered in this elementary engineering curriculum. The Exploring the
Efficacy of Engineering in Elementary (E4) researchers will be able to use these results to decide
if the hypothesized critical component of Collaboration was observable in the small groups of
primary grade students working on EiE lessons taught by an EiE-trained educator. By tracking
instances of Collaboration through the analysis of the video-recorded lessons and providing
examples of behaviors specific to engineering, this research will help the EiE team “develop
models about what works best and what can be improved in the EiE (curriculum) and projectbased and inquiry learning curriculum more generally” (Cunningham & Kelly, 2017).
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Research Design
Research setting
I was granted access to video footage and corresponding audio data of elementary-school
classes participating in engineering learning activities as part of the Exploring the Efficacy of
Engineering in Elementary (E4) project, an efficacy study funded by the National Science
Foundation (NSF) of an engineering curriculum developed by the Museum of Science in Boston,
Massachusetts. Participating schools were located in both Northeast and Mid-Atlantic States and
had ethnic, racial, and socioeconomic diversity. As a part of the study, all teachers were provided
with 30 hours of professional development. According to the literature provided on the E4 study,
the teacher received 30 hours of professional development in the form of a 3-day summer
workshop and a 1-day follow-up session in the spring (Cunningham, 2012). The PD consisted of
engaging participants in the activities as written in the curriculum guide, modeling how to
implement the activities, explaining the learning objectives, and reflecting on the learning
activities (Johnson, 2016). Fidelity of Implementation (FOI) training included identifying critical
components of the unit, viewing and discussing EiE resource videos, and providing ongoing
feedback and support via an online discussion forum (Cunningham, 2012).
This study involved one EiE curriculum unit, An Alarming Idea: Designing Alarm Circuits,
selected from five possible units archived in the E4 collection. This unit was chosen because the
engineering design challenge resulted in students designing an actual product, not a cleanup
process such as the unit called Oil Spill. The Evaluating a Landscape unit did not involve
students designing a technology, so there would be little opportunity to observe students working
collectively to design or build a product. Another unit, Designing Pollinators, was eliminated
because it involved second-grade students who were less skilled at working in small groups. I
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assumed that third-grade students were slightly more experienced in working in small groups and
would be more proficient with cooperative skills and creative design. The remaining unit,
Designing Bridges, was ultimately eliminated in order to focus on one EiE unit. The rationale
behind this decision involved the presence of six groups, versus four groups, of students
participating in the EiE Alarming Idea unit (Year 1 with two groups, Year 2 with four groups).
Transcribing the audio required an average of 24 hours per team while coding the audio/video
required an average of 16 hours per team for a total of approximately 40 hours per team. With
six teams requiring 40 hours transcribing and coding, a minimum of 240 hours would be needed
to prepare the data for analysis. By concentrating on one EiE curriculum (Alarming Idea) and
one lesson within the curriculum (lesson 4), I was able to provide the most comprehensive and
detailed analysis of Collaboration in one established EiE curriculum representing a single case.
Study participants
A purposive sampling strategy was employed for this study. The E4 researchers
employed purposeful techniques to select the footage from Year 1 and Year 2 of the E4 project
that they considered most helpful for this study. Since the focus of this study involved
collaboration, where students work together in small groups and everyone participates in a
collective task (Cohen, 1994), the E4 team selected recordings where the teacher kept the
composition of the students’ group the same over time. The E4 staff supplied video where the
same teacher facilitated all of the lessons for both years to minimize instructional variability. In
Year 1 and Year 2 two table-groups of students were filmed per class; during Year 1 each table
group consisted of three students working collectively, during Year 2 each table group consisted
two sets of two students working collectively, providing data from a total of six Alarming
Circuits groups; Year 1 Team 1, Year 1 Team 2, Year 2 Team 1A, Year 2 Team 1B, Year 2
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Team 2A, Year 2 Team 2B. All of the students in the study were in the same grade level, in the
same classroom, in the same elementary school, and have the same teacher. Student groups were
selected for the researcher to study by the EiE team based on granted parental consent and the
integrity of group composition throughout each of the lessons.
Data collection
The E4 team compiled approximately 30 hours of Year 1 video (24 video files) and
approximately 30 hours of Year 2 video (23 video files) of the EiE Alarming Circuit unit. In the
classroom, one camera was permanently fixed on a student group with a tabletop microphone
placed in the center of the four desks pushed together to form a larger square worktable. An
identical setup was duplicated elsewhere in the room. Data were captured simultaneously from
two groups during one instructional class period. The view provided by the camera focused
exclusively on the students working in small groups; the camera remained stationary when the
students sat on the rug at the front of the classroom during whole class discussions, or when
students left their table group, or when the teacher was addressing the class. The microphone
recorded student conversation and captured the teachers’ instructions. The teacher was only
visible when she entered the scene of the group’s workspace. The camera captured student
gestures, student body language, and other student interactions, providing a window into the role
of the student during group work while minimizing the role of the teacher during group work
time. I previewed approximately 15 hours of the video footage of small groups of students
working collectively to complete Lesson 4 from the EiE curriculum Alarming Idea: Designing
an Alarm Circuit from both years of curriculum implementation. I looked for instances of
students working together in their assigned groups to conduct and complete the steps of the
engineering design process (ask, imagine, plan, create, improve) presented during Lesson 4.
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After previewing the mp4 formatted video data, I watched Lesson 4 from all groups (Team
1 and Team 2) during both Year 1 and Year 2. I chose to focus on only Lesson 4 because I
wanted to study Collaboration within the context of the engineering design process and because
the EiE curriculum presents the engineering design challenge in Lesson 4 only. Lesson 4 consists
of four Parts (1–4), each part involves a 40–80-minute lesson, of which approximately 20
minutes per Part involves students actively working with their groups. I uploaded Lesson 4
videos (approximately 450 minutes total) to Atlas.ti, a qualitative software analysis program, to
help manage, interconnect, and methodically examine data.
Data analysis
After organizing each of the mp4 files in Atlas.ti as a new project, I generated a series of
event maps for each video file in Lesson 4 showing the type and nature of classroom events
(Kelly & Brown, 2003). For example, sections of video that focus on direct instruction,
individual worksheet completion, and group work activities were marked accordingly (Appendix
A-2). Activity phases, duration of activity, and time demarcation for each video was made using
the Atlas.ti software. After creating an event map for each 40-60 minute intervals of video
footage featuring group work, I highlighted and coded each section of the video using the
corresponding Collaboration indicators from the modified Student Behavior Indicators of
Collaboration tool based on Wiedmann (2015), Kaendler, et al. (2016), and Cuseo (1992). This
served as closed-coded survey tool used for the data analysis of third-grade engineering group
work through video analysis. Initially, I used closed coding techniques to identify instances of
four behavior domains, cooperative, cognitive, metacognitive and collaborative during Lesson 4
of Alarming Circuits.
After preliminary data analysis, I pooled one of the indicators from the domain
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cooperative (specific behavior indicator “group members share ideas) and cognitive (specific
behavior indicator “group members think out loud”) to make a new category that is neither
cooperative or cognitive named constructive. This was necessary after in-depth data analysis
revealed that sharing ideas and thinking aloud are mutually inclusive and occur simultaneously.
The repeated observation of this phenomenon in the video necessitated the development of a new
behavior indicator in order to accurately analyze the data set (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).
Descriptions of each indicator for each of the five dimensions can be found in Figure 3.1.
Cooperative Activity
Group members respond to each other’s ideas.

Present? Y/N

Pupils Involved

Present? Y/N

Pupils Involved

Present? Y/N

Pupils Involved

Present? Y/N

Pupils Involved

Present? Y/N
.

Pupils Involved
.

Group members encourage each other to
contribute.
Group members treat each other with respect.
Cognitive Activity
Group members ask each other questions when
they do not understand something.
Group members give reasons for their
statements.
Group members connect content that is already
familiar to new content to be learned.
Constructive Activity
Group members think out loud and share their
ideas.
Metacognitive Activity
Group members point out mistakes and/or
misconceptions to each other.
Group members express lack of understanding
and/or what they have already understood.
Group members search for ways to move
forward in the problem-solving process.
Collaborative Activity
Group members come to agreement on a single
plan or design.
Group members share their ideas and combine
two or more ideas as a plan or design.

Figure 3.1: Student Behavior Indicators of Collaboration
An example of highlighted video/audio from Lesson 4.1 in Atlas.ti can be seen in Figure 3.2.
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I watched the video while simultaneously listening to the audio. When a behavior indicator was
observed, that section of video was highlighted, marked and labeled. In Figure 3.2 two examples
of students demonstrating constructive behaviors were highlighted in light blue, labeled as
‘Constructive – Share ideas’, and the approximate duration of the exchange was indicated by the
time in darker blue (example: 17:34.77-17:42.84 indicates that it took just over 8 seconds for the
student to ‘share her idea’).

Figure 3.2: Example of Atlas.ti highlighted portions of Year 1 Team 1 Lesson 4.1
I used the Code Manager function of Atlas.ti to record and count the total number of codes
for each indicator of Collaboration in Lesson 4.1. The entire Lesson 4.1 contained four indicators
of cognitive behavior and four indicators of constructive behavior (See Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3 Code Manager feature with total codes tallied during Year 1 Team 1 Lesson 4.1
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I was then able to use the Code Manager feature to create a graph of the number of indicators in
each dimension for each of the six categorized lessons (4.1, 4.2, 4.3a, 4.3b, 4.4b, 4.4c) presented
in Lesson 4 of An Alarming Idea: Designing Alarm Circuits (see Figure 3.4).
Year 1 Team 1
Cooperative

Constructive

Cognitive

Metacognitive

Collaborative

Total
Indicators

0

4

4

0

0

8

Lesson
4.1

Lesson 4.1: Year 1 Team Number of
Indicators of Collaboration Observed
6
4
2
0
Cooperative

Constructive

Cognitive

Metacognitive Collaborative

Figure 3.4: Example section of the data table and graph of Lesson 4.1 Year 1 Team 1
Coding was assisted by transcribing the videos using conventions commonly used in video
analysis of science classrooms (Ritchie et al., 2011; Olitsky, 2007). I determined that the
nuances in speech were subtle enough that merely listening to student conversation was
insufficient for accurate coding. Listening to and reading along with the conversations that
occurred during group work was needed in order to accurately code observed behaviors. I
watched each video, transcribed each video, and then re-watched and coded each video.
Conventions used for the coding can be found in Appendix A-3. Given the nature of the
discourse that occurred during group work, with one student speaking to the group while the
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other student(s) waited for their turn to speak, the transcribed portions of text were broken into
lines, or sections, based on student turn-taking.
During video coding in Atlas.ti, a separate Word document with the Student Behavior
Indicators of Collaboration instrument (Cuseo, 1992; Kaendler et al., 2016; Wiedmann, 2015;)
was also used to tally the total number of indicators during each lesson (Figure 3.1). Indicators of
Collaboration were marked as present during each part of Lesson 4. This paper-pencil
instrument, along with the Atlas.ti Code Manager, were somewhat redundant methods, but the
Word document instrument allowed the researcher to take notes on which members of the group
were involved in the behavior while Atlas.ti did not. Each time a behavior was observed, a tally
mark was placed in the corresponding cell and the name of the student who initiated the behavior
was written in adjoining cell.
After marking the audio/video with assigned indicators in Atlas.ti while simultaneously
hand-tallying each audio/video using the Student Behavior Instrument of Collaboration to
delineate pupil involvement, I completed the data gathering for each categorized lesson. Using
the Code Manager function in Atlas.ti, I created a data table and corresponding bar graph
displaying total indicators of Collaboration present in each lesson (4.1, 4.2, 4.3b, 4.3c, 4.4a,
4.4b) for each team (Year 1 Team 1, Year 1 Team 2, Year 2 Team 1A, Year 2 Team 1B, Year 2
Team 2A, Year 2 Team 2B). After this same data was collected for each lesson for all teams
during both years, I used the same technique to visually compare the total number of indicators
present in Lesson 4 to look for trends in the data.
Pilot study of instrument use and inter-rater agreement
During the fall of 2016, I worked with two third-grade teachers from Carpenter
Elementary School (pseudonym) who had been teaching 21st century skills (communication and
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collaboration) to their students in the context of engineering challenges. I recorded several hours
of video and audio footage of students from Carpenter Elementary School working in groups to
complete the design challenges. On December 19, 2016, I met after school with the two teachers
along with an external consultant and conducted a small pilot study using the Student Behavior
Indicators of Collaboration instrument. I presented two, 15-minute video clips with
corresponding audio of two different groups of three elementary students working collectively on
an engineering design challenge. I introduced the Student Behavior Indicators of Collaboration
instrument, reviewed the different behavior indicators as written, and then we watched the video
clips together. Independently, we each filled out our own Student Behavior Indicators of
Collaboration tally sheet.
After the first eight minutes of the video, I stopped the clip and we discussed what we
had seen on the video and reviewed how all four raters interpreted the instances of interactions.
We all agreed that some behaviors were easier to observe than others. For example, the behavior
"Group members respond to other's ideas" was fairly obvious, while "Group members treat each
other with respect" was more difficult to determine. We also noted that some indicators were
very similar in nature to others. For example, "Group members share their ideas" and "Group
members think out loud” were difficult for us to distinguish between. Other comments were
discussed and the teachers stayed on task as we watched the videos, looked for specific behavior
indicators of Collaboration, and tallied our results.
After 30+ minutes of independent video watching and rating, it became obvious to the
group that examples of the different types of behaviors third-grade students exhibit in the context
of engineering would be helpful when tallying. Valid tallies of video data require that there is a
common understanding of the targeted construct of Collaboration when a standard or absolute
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ratings is not possible (Wiedmann, 2015). Results from the video analysis and corresponding
tally sheet indicated that inter-rater agreement was poor, with a calculation of between 40–50%
of our findings being in agreement (Bajpai & Chaturvedi, 2015). During the Kaendler et al.
(2016) study, trained raters were asked to rate three videos of student interactions using a 23item monitoring indicator scale with each item corresponding to the behavioral indicators of one
of three dimensions of student activities; collaborative, cognitive, and metacognitive. The
resulting inter-rater reliability was calculated using Cronbach’s alpha = .66 (Kaendler et al.,
2016). The researchers found “as was expected due to the complexity of the subject, interrater
reliability of these (three teachers) ratings was unsatisfactory…” (Kaendler et al., 2016 p. 56).
After the raters were able to discuss their ratings and resolve differences in their understanding
of all but seven of the items, they opted to use ‘consensus’ ratings for the remainder of the items.
To generate an agreed upon understanding of each behavioral construct and to increase
inter-rater reliability in her research, Kaendler and her colleagues generated examples of
behaviors in 6th-grade mathematics that were “present” examples (pro) and “non-present”
examples (contra) for each behavioral indicator (Kaendler et al., 2016, p. 48). Teacher raters
involved in her study referenced these examples while evaluating student video and completing
their Student Behavior Indicators instrument. In an effort to enhance the reliability of the
instrument and increase inter-rater agreement, I created a set of third-grade engineering examples
of words and phrases that corresponded to each indicator using the EiE videos. These examples
were descriptive in nature. They identified words and phrases used by students that supported a
specific behavior indicator (see Figure 3.5). I then reconvened with the external consultant to
continue "training" on using the specific behavior indicator examples, integrating her
professional opinion and feedback to modify the examples and help ensure construct validity.
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Cooperative Activity
Group members respond to each
other’s ideas.

Group members encourage each
other to contribute.

Example Words or Phrases
§ Let’s test it.
§ Good idea.
§ It might work.
§ Yes or no.
§ Try it.
§ We each get to do it
§ Who wants to try an idea?
§ I’ll help you.
Please.
Thank you.

Group members treat each other
with respect.

§
§

Cognitive Activity
Group members ask each other
questions when they do not
understand something.

Example Words or Phrases
§
What should we do next?
§
How does the bulb light?
§
How much will it hold?
§
What do you think?
§ What do you mean?
§ It fell because the cup added weight,
so remove the cup and it won’t fall.

Group members give reasons for
statements.

I remember…
We have already done that.

Group members connect content
that is already familiar to new
content to be learned.

§
§

Constructive Activity
Group members think out loud and
share their ideas.
Metacognitive Activity
Group members point out mistakes
and/or misconceptions.

Examples Words or Phrases
§ I have an idea.
§ I think/I don’t think…
Example Words or Phrases
§ Oh, I get it now.
§ You are right.
§ No, it works this way...
§ This doesn’t make sense.
§ What do you mean?
§ I don’t understand this.
§ I’m going to give it another try.
§ Let’s try it this way.
§ Let’s ask someone for help.
Example
§ Do we all agree on my idea?
§ Since we all had the same idea, let’s
use it.

Group members express lack of
understanding and/or what they
have already understood.
Group members search for ways to
move forward in problem solving
process.
Collaborative Activity
Group members come to agreement
on a single plan or design.
Group members share their ideas
and combine two or more ideas.

• We all like this (proposed) idea, so
let’s use it.

Figure 3.5: Examples of specific student word and phrases indicative of Collaboration
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Following the meeting with the external consultant, Dr. Beth Myer, we independently coded
three, 5–8 minute samplings of EiE video clips chosen at random (one sample from Year 1, two
samples from Year 2). We discussed the challenges of independently coding themes and
identifying and agreeing upon the same perceived behaviors from transcribed audio. Once a
sufficient degree of inter-rater agreement occurred between Dr. Myer and myself on the
interpretation of student behaviors and the coding of these behaviors using the Student Behavior
Indicators of Collaboration instrument (calculated 67% agreement in accordance with Bajpai &
Chaturvedi, 2015), I determined that additional training was not needed for the percent of
agreement in all five dimensions of Collaboration to meet acceptable levels (Myer, 2016). I hired
Dr. Myer to help ensure the descriptions of procedures for carrying out the analysis of the data
were consistent and to assist me with the analysis of the EiE videos as she served as a second,
independent rater for a subset of EiE Lesson 4 videos. Together, we built an agreed upon
codebook that I later applied on my own to the rest of the data set. We continued to regularly
check in with one another during the duration of the analysis, watching five-minute sections of
transcribed video, independently coding and tallying indicators, then comparing our results. If
results varied below 60% agreement, we would revisit the examples, discuss possible changes to
the instrument and/or to the process until we eventually reached an acceptable level of
agreement.
IRB approval and conflicts of interest
EiE has Internal Review Board (IRB) approval for the research involved with the E4
project. The data can be shared with other researchers who are considered part of the E4 team. I
was granted access to videos and team interviews since I provided the EiE researchers with
copies of my IRB Clearance Certificate Number on file at both Cornell University (employer)
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and Syracuse University (graduate school). The E4 team transferred data through a Box account
set up specifically for the purpose of sharing this data source. In each of the small groups
featured in the video have parental permissions on file. Some of the parents of students in the
class did not give consent to use their students’ images. Therefore, there were two students who
walked in front of the video camera whose faces needed to be “scrubbed out”. When I
encountered such a student when watching the videos (whose name and description was on a
master list), I was asked to note the video name, time demarcation, description of the student,
and tell the E4 researchers in writing where in the video the student appeared so they can clean
up the video for their archives.
I have used several of the Engineering is Elementary resource guides in my own
teaching, facilitated the delivery of the EiE curriculum to elementary students, and collected
data on student attitudes towards the EiE EDP activity. As a science educator and director of a
science outreach program at a research university, I have access to many resources for teaching
and learning engineering and science practices. My position is funded by grants from the
NSF’s Division of Materials Research and Engineering. Through my years of experience
working in science classrooms, I feel strongly that engineering-based learning activities can
enhance student interest and engagement in science. NGSS has raised the level of interest in
and importance of integrating engineering into elementary science curriculum, making
engineering-based learning activities more commonplace than ever before in the primary
grades. The time spent in elementary classroom settings has convinced me that elementaryaged students are craving opportunities to design, create, and innovate. Even young students
participating in design-based learning activities display perseverance, grit, and follow- through,
spending hours on a given project or challenge. I have also witnessed students struggle not
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with content or craft, but with collaborating with peers to achieve a goal, develop a solution, or
solve a problem.
I invest a great deal of time to developing relationships and establishing trust with
science education colleagues, teachers, and students—tasks paramount to my ability to
participate in any sort of sustainable educational reform. While my relationship with Christine
Cunningham and the EiE staff establishes credibility and authenticity, it also generates
concerns as I have worked with EiE materials in the past, attended EiE professional
development workshops, and provided educators and students with learning opportunities
based on the EiE curricular materials. I recognize that this familiarity introduces a certain bias
to this study. I also recognize the importance of objectivity in research, and that qualitative data
cannot represent absolute truth. In order to reduce bias, I employed the services of Beth Myer,
PhD and MHP, as an external consultant to analyze a series of EiE videos. Using the agreed
upon Student Behavior Indicators of Collaboration instrument, we compared codes and
corresponding themes found in specified sections of the video. This established inter-rater
agreement and was a helpful exercise to gain another researcher’s perspective on Collaboration
and the research questions I asked. We compared, discussed and synthesized our results,
adding validity to the study through collaboration (Creswell, 2013). This research will provide
a deeper understanding of the complexities of group work at the elementary level and how
curricular material can best support and nurture genuine Collaboration.
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CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS
For the purposes of this study, Collaboration is defined along five different dimensions.
Three dimensions labeled cooperative, cognitive and metacognitive are based on the work of
Kaendler et al. (2016) and Wiedmann (2015) and are included in Figure 3.1. Cooperative
behaviors include students responding to one another’s ideas and students treating each other
with respect. Cognitive behaviors involve students asking each other questions and connecting
new content to previously learned content. Metacognitive behaviors involve students expressing
a lack of understanding and students pointing out mistakes or misconceptions to one another. An
addendum to these indicators of Collaboration include an additional element of reaching
consensus, the dimension of collaborative behaviors, wherein students come to agreement on a
single design or plan and where students combine two or more ideas as a design or plan (Cuseo,
1992). A revision to Figure 3.1 has been made by the researcher, adding the constructive
dimension to the set of behavior indicators, framing activities where students think out loud and
students share ideas under the same dimension instead of two different dimensions as proposed
by Kaendler et al. (2016) and Wiedmann (2015).
Lesson summary
An Alarming Idea: Designing Alarm Circuits is an educational unit to teach electricity and
electrical engineering to elementary-school students. The lessons in the unit reinforce science
concepts such as conductors and insulators, schematic diagrams, and circuits. During Lesson 4,
the final lesson in the unit, students are introduced to an engineering design challenge. Using the
engineering design process, students work in small groups to plan, create, and improve an alarm
circuit. There are six main "chunks" or components to Lesson 4. Each component contains a part
of the Engineering Design Process (Ask, Imagine, Plan, Create, Test, Improve) italicized below.
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Lesson 4.1 major activities: Students were engaged in a whole-class discussion of how to build a
circuit and attach a switch. In engineering groups, students asked what is needed to build a
circuit and used prior knowledge from Lesson 3 major activities: The students conducted the
imagine step independently by drawing their circuit and switch diagrams in their composition
notebooks.
Lesson 4.2 major activities: Students worked in their small engineering groups to explain to each
other their drawn circuit and switch diagrams. Students were told by the teacher that they must
select one circuit diagram to build. Part of the planning step involved choosing only one design
from the existing diagrams for the entire group to build.
Lesson 4.3b major activities: In their engineering groups, students selected one circuit diagram to
build. They copied the schematic diagram on a piece of poster paper. Year 1 students (both
teams) discussed and wrote directions for assembling the circuit that were given to “contractors”
(other engineering groups of students in the same class) who build it. Year 2 students did not
write directions. They only provided contractors with the schematic diagram to build their
circuit.
Lesson 4.3c major activities: The schematic diagrams (and written directions accompanying
Year 1 teams) were exchanged between the "engineers" (the group that designed the schematic
diagram) and the "contractors" (the group that built the circuit based on the schematic
diagram). Every group in the class served as both an engineer group and a contractor group. If
any of the plans were unclear, the contractor group asked questions of the engineer group during
this lesson. During Year 1, the contractors then created the circuit according to the engineer's
schematic diagram and written instructions. In Year 2, the contractors created the circuit
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according to the schematic diagram only since no written directions were generated by student
groups in Year 2.
Lesson 4.4a major activities: The engineers were given back their circuits that were built using
available materials (wire, batteries, switch, and light bulb) by the contractors. The engineers
then tested the circuit design that the contractors built for them. The engineers wrote the results
of their tests, what worked, and what did not work well, in their notebooks.
Lesson 4.4b major activities: The engineers discussed ideas for improving their designs with the
contractors. Students wrote their ideas for improvement in their notebooks. The engineers then
tested their improvements with their team (Year 1) and with the entire class (Year 2).
I organized my findings according to the major lesson activities of the EiE curriculum and the
research questions. The first question addressed the findings from each student group during
each major lesson activity and the second question addressed various factors that influence group
work.
Research question 1. What indicators of Collaboration are evident in the Engineering is
Elementary Unit An Alarming Idea: Designing Alarm Circuits within student groups
implementing Lesson 4?
Group findings
The following section provides details about the year each group was videotaped, the
composition of each group, the indicators present and not present, as well as a tally of
each of the dimensions of Collaboration indicators observed by the researcher.
Information about the activities conducted in accordance with the EiE curriculum are
described, along with ways in which the teacher deviated from the curriculum. This study
refers to a collective of students as a group, while the provided video tapes label the
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groups as teams. The names team and group are used interchangeably in the Findings
section to denote a specific collective of students. This was done in order to minimize
confusion when referencing sections of recorded video, which are labeled as “T” for
team. Exploring the differences between a “team” and a “group” are not part of this
research study.
Year 1 Team 1
This group consisted of three members—two girls and one boy: Sara, Tracy, and
Michael. The researcher coded 309 collaborative indicators in all five dimensions during
the team’s interactions in Lesson 4. The highest number of student interactions and
corresponding behavior indicators occurred during lesson 4.2 (98 indicators) when
students planned the circuit design they created and discussed the design options with
members of their group. Lesson 4.4b also had a high number of indicators (76), where
students worked collectively, shared ideas, and reiterated an existing design. Significant
time devoted to group work during lesson 4.4b resulted in an increase in the number of
opportunities students had to exhibit behaviors of Collaboration. The fewest interactions
and corresponding behavior indicators appeared during lesson 4.1, which was dominated
by entire class discussion and individual brainstorming (8 indicators). Lesson 4.4a also
had a lower number of indicators (34), when students tested the other group’s designs and
recorded the results of their tests in their engineering notebooks, a largely independent
activity where little group discussion or interaction occurred.
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Table 4.1: Year 1 Team 1 Collaboration indicators in each lesson and dimension
Lesson Number

Dimension
Cooperative

Constructive

Cognitive

Metacognitive

Collaborative

Total
Indicators

Lesson 4.1

0

4

4

0

0

8

Lesson 4.2

23

31

30

10

4

98

Lesson 4.3b

12

13

21

5

0

51

Lesson 4.3c

5

13

12

12

0

42

Lesson 4.4a

2

14

13

5

0

34

Lesson 4.4b

20

30

19

4

3

76

Total per
Dimension

62

105

99

36

7

309

Coding revealed that constructive behavior was the dimension with the greatest
number of indicators present during all of Lesson 4 (105 indicators). The abundance of
constructive indicators in Lesson 4 verified that Collaboration was taking place when
students participated in group work during the engineering design process. To explore
how constructive indicators manifested during EDP group work, an excerpt from section
4.4b is provided. During this lesson, students worked collectively to improve the design
of their circuit in preparation for testing it a second time. The following excerpt
demonstrated constructive behavior where group members shared their ideas (marked by
the bold letter A) and where group members thought out loud (marked by the bold letter
B). In some cases, it is very difficult to distinguish between the two behaviors sharing
ideas and thinking out loud since they closely interlinked actions. However, sharing an
idea can be simply declarative (E.g.: Let’s add tape.) while thinking out loud requires
detecting, justifying, and exploring ideas (E.g.: Adding tape could add support to the
design).
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Video: T14142_AC_L44_D1_T1_VM_b
Time: 3:27-5:22 mins
Note: A = Group members share ideas, B= Group members think out loud
Tracy: Oh yea. Hey – I have an idea! A wonderful one. Ok, so – take these off the
bottom ((of the trough)) so those will touch those. (A)
1
Michael: (.) ((Takes trough from Tracy and flips it upside down while he is talking to
her. Sara returns to the group)).
2
Tracy: I know but…
3
Sara: ((Interrupts)) So you guys decided to () try and get you new push pins?
4
Michael: What?
5
Sara: You guys decided to try and get usage from the push pins?
6
Michael: It works pretty good. ((Tracy and Michael continue to work on circuit))
7
Sara: () now, now - can I see the washers?
8
Michael: And this one also looks like it (). Tracy thought of this idea, where we tape it
to the 12 bottom.
9
10 Tracy: And then hopefully it would land. (B)
11 Sara: Yea, that could actually work – and then we wouldn’t use that washer and (). (B)
Michael: Let’s make another tape very close to that thingy, right there ((draws in
journal)) so then it would be like right there ((points to area on circuit diagram)) and it
() down ((speaks to Sara)) (A). So it wouldn’t move like that ((makes back and forth
12 motion)). (B)
13 Sara: I’ve got tape on my fingers.
14 Tracy: What?
Michael: ((Ignores Sara)) Or we could put tape right on this thing so that when it goes
15 down it would just stick there. (A and B)
Figure 4.1: Year 1 Team 1 transcribed section illustrating constructive behaviors
In section 1 of the transcript, Tracy started the conversation with her group by declaring that
she has an idea to share (A). Declarations such as “I have an idea” and “I think…” were easy
items to code as they expressed in clear terms the content of the statement to follow. Michael
confirmed Tracy’s contribution of an idea in section 9 by saying, “Tracy thought of this idea.”
Tracy continued to elaborate on her idea in section 10 by suggesting it (the trough) would land
in the proper place if her initial idea was tested, demonstrating that she thought about what
would happen to the trough if the circuit was designed a certain way (B). Sara built on Tracy’s
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idea in section 11, acknowledging Tracy’s design idea and then proposed that such a design
would not require previously allocated materials, revealing that Sara thought about the design
and added her thoughts about how it would change the initial design (A). In section 12, Michael
proposed another idea to complement Tracy’s idea (A) and then explained why his contribution
would enhance the existing design, which demonstrated that he is thinking about design
improvements (B). Finally, Michael contributed one additional idea of adding tape to the design
(A) and justification for the idea, that it (the trough) would stick (B) in section 15. The
observance of multiple constructive indicators in Lesson 4 signified that Collaboration took
place when students participate in group work during the engineering design process.
Collaborative indicators were observed seven times in lessons 4.2 and 4.4b, the greatest
number of collaborative indicators present in a single team’s interactions. To illustrate these
collaborative indicators, I will focus on a segment from lesson 4.2 where Tracy, Sara, and
Michael discussed which schematic circuit design they should select from a number of designs
individually drawn in their engineering notebooks. Each student had a chance to explain his or
her favorite design and lobby for a single design that would be adopted by the entire group. In
the exchange below, collaborative behaviors were demonstrated through consensus being
reached. The indicator ‘group members agree upon a single plan or design’ was marked by the
bold letter A. Consensus was reached when the students arrived at the conclusion that all of the
designs were the same, not that one design had superior merits over another.

Video: T14142_AC_L43_D1_T1_VMa
Time: 19:46-21:38 mins
Note: A = Group members agree upon a single plan or design
Tracy: Okay, so. I’ll go first this time. Okay, so here’s the washer (.) ((uses finger to
point to drawing))
1
Sara: That is exactly what my (.), we all have the same idea.
2
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Tracy: Okay, so let’s just go with that one (A)
Sara: Yeah (A)
Michael: So (), I have another idea (.)
Sara: So do I too but I don’t think it is going to work because isn’t the top part ((points
to materials in baggie)) isn’t the top part plastic?
Michael: Yeah.
Sara: So this idea, #2, is a no-no. ((Sara’s eraser falls to the ground, she starts looking
for it))
Tracy: So, we are going with your ((points to Sara’s journal)) #1, my #2, and Michael’s
((points to Michael’s notebook)) #2. ((Looks at Sara)). ‘Cause they’re all the same. (A)
((Sara doesn’t acknowledge Tracy. Continues to look for eraser. Walks off camera))
Tracy: ((To Michael)) So we are doing this design, right?
Michael: Wait, is yours the same as mine? Can I see yours?
Tracy: Yeah!
Michael: Why did you copy mine?
Tracy: I didn’t!

Figure 4.2: Year 1 Team 1 transcribed section illustrating collaborative behaviors
In the above excerpt, Tracy led the group discussion to reach consensus as to which
single design out of the nine proposed designs would be built by the group. In sections 3 and 4
of the transcript, Tracy and Sara arrived at an agreement over one design to build (A). In section
9 of the transcript, Tracy suggested that each of them proposed identical designs, so they should
all agree to build that design since they each drew it independently (A). Tracy revisited this
same suggestion in section 11, attempting to get Michael to agree that they would build the
design that she considered the same design (A). While Michael did not agree to building a
certain design, he acknowledged that his design #2 and Tracy’s design #2 were identical by
declaring that Tracy copied his design in section 14. The presence of collaborative behaviors
during the interactions of Year 1 Team 1 indicates that Collaboration is taking place in multiple
dimensions during Lesson 4.
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Year 1 Team 2
This group consisted of three members, one girl and two boys: Brooke, David, and Mark. I
coded 246 Collaboration indicators across all five dimensions in all of lesson 4. The highest
number of student interactions and corresponding behavior indicators occurred during lesson 4.2
(66 indicators) when students planned the circuit design and discussed the design options with
members of their group. Lesson 4.3b had a high number of indicators (61), when students copied
the schematic diagram on poster paper and discussed what written directions should be given to
the contractors for assembling the circuit. The fewest interactions and corresponding behavior
indicators appeared during lesson 4.1 (7 indicators), which was dominated by entire-class
discussion and individual brainstorming. Lesson 4.4a also had fewer indicators (19), when
students tested the other group’s design and recorded the results of their tests in their engineering
notebooks, a largely independent activity where little small group discussion or interaction
occurred.
Table 4.2: Year 1 Team 2 Collaboration indicators in each lesson and dimension
Lesson Number

Dimension

Cooperative

Constructive

Cognitive

Metacognitive

Collaborative

Total
Indicators

Lesson 4.1

0

3

3

1

0

7

Lesson 4.2

13

20

21

9

3

66

Lesson 4.3b

4

24

19

14

0

61

Lesson 4.3c

7

6

13

12

0

38

Lesson 4.4a

6

3

7

3

0

19

Lesson 4.4b

9

10

24

10

2

55

Total per
Dimension

39

66

87

49

5

246

Coding revealed that cognitive behavior was the dimension with the greatest number of
indicators present during all of Lesson 4 (87 indicators). The abundance of cognitive indicators
in Lesson 4 verifies that Collaboration took place when students participated in group work
during the engineering design process. Below is an excerpt from section 4.3b, when the group
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discussed how their circuit will be assembled. A final schematic diagram and written
instructions was given to another group of students (contractors) to build during the next lesson.
Cognitive behaviors illustrated in this section showed group members asking each other
questions when they do not understand something, marked by the bold letter A; group members
gave reasons for their statements marked by the bold letter B; group members connected content
already familiar to new content to be learned, marked by the bold letter C.
T14142_AC_L43_D1_T2_VM_a.mp4

Time: 41:43-43:20
Note: A = Groups members ask each other questions when they don’t understand something
B = Group members give reasons for their statements, C = Group members connect content
that is familiar to new content to be learned
David: See, this is the trough right here. When it comes down its going to land on one
of those metal stakes ((points to Baggie on table)) and it will cause electricity to flow
and it will light the light bulb. (B)
1
Mark: Wait, okay. I have an idea! Can I just say one thing? (A)
2
Brooke: Fine.
3

4
5
6
7
8

Mark: So with the switch, the trough is here, right? (A) So when it is up, then
ah…there is something ((puts chin on table as he speaks)) like, its open like this. And
when it goes down, you can make it so it lands on something.

9
10
11
12

David: ((Interrupts)) It lands on the tinfoil.
Mark: It lands on the tinfoil.
David: And then the electricity will flow and it will light the light bulb. (C)
Mark: (.) lands on the tinfoil (.).
Brooke: But guys, you have to think, it will not flow through the cardboard. (C) And
my idea is to make, put the clips, like – can I have the clip?
David: No, wait.
Brooke: Wait! Let me finish. So put two clips…
Mark: It doesn’t need clips though.

13

Brooke: Put like one clip here and one clip here…can I put it?! (A) Um, so. No, we are
not building any more, I am just showing you. We put two clips here and then you
would put tinfoil on the desk and whenever it (.)

14

Mark: But nothing flows through there – that’s not why it (the washer) is there – it is
there to weight the cup down. (B)

15

Brooke: Electricity will not flow through this…(point to cardboard), it will flow
through that (points to washer ). (C)
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Figure 4.3: Year 1 Team 2 transcribed section illustrating cognitive behaviors
David started the above interaction in section 1, which demonstrated one of the cognitive
behaviors by giving a reason for proposing why the electricity can flow through the circuit and
light the bulb (B). Mark followed up with a cognitive indicator of asking a question in section 2
and section 4 (A) and by essentially repeating David. In section 7, David illustrated his previous
knowledge of conductors by stating that when the metal stake from the trough (switch) hits the
tinfoil of the circuit, the bulb will light (C). In section 9, Brooke adds to the discussion by
declaring that the electricity will not flow through an insulator (cardboard), referencing content
that was already familiar to her (C) and suggested they use (metal) clips instead. Mark
disagreed with Brooke and gave a reason for his statement in section 14, claiming that the cup
(trough) will not fall down if it is not weighted by the washer (B). In section 15, Brooke used
her prior understanding of conductors and insulators by declaring that electricity will flow
through the washer, not the cardboard, applying her prior knowledge to a new context, which is
an indicator suggestive of cognitive behavior (C).
Coding demonstrated that collaborative indicators were present only in lessons 4.2 and
4.4b. The presence of collaborative indicators in Lesson 4 supports the assertion that
Collaboration is took place in multiple dimensions when students participated in group work
during the engineering design process. Below is a section from lesson 4.2 where David, Brooke,
and Mark discussed which schematic circuit design they should select from a number of designs
individually drawn in their engineering notebooks. Each student had a chance to explain his or
her favorite design and lobby for a single design that would be adopted by the entire group. In
the exchange below, collaborative behaviors were demonstrated through consensus being
reached. The indicator ‘Group members agree upon a single plan or design’ is marked by the
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bold letter A. Consensus was reached when the students decided they liked a particular design
over another based on certain circuit characteristics, the location of the switch, and location of
the light bulb, not that one design had superior merits over another.
Video: T14142_AC_L43_D1_T2_VM_a.mp4

Time: 19:30 - 20:42 mins
Note: A = Group members agree upon a single plan or design
Brooke: So, Okay. This one ((looking at David’s plans))
1
Mark: I feel like they are all the same.
2
Brooke: I mean, this one doesn’t look so smart.
3
Mark: This one’s good ((points to specific drawing on David’s sheet)).
4
Brooke: This one is the only one I like…
5
Matt: ((Pointing to Brooke’s sheet)) I like this one and this one.
6
Brooke: This one….?
7
David: I don’t really like that.
8
Brooke: Yeah.
9
10 David: ((Points to bottom left drawing)) This one’s good.
11 Brooke: Yeah.
12 Mark: These two ((points to top left drawing and bottom left drawing)).
David: Yea, these two ((agreeing w/Mark)). ‘Cause the switch is like at the end. I like
13 these two.
14 Mark: This and this ((point to top left drawing and bottom right drawing)).
Brooke: ((agrees w/Mark and points to the same two)) Yeah, this and this. Do you see
how the light bulb is at the bottom but this switch is…? It could go ((points back and
forth between bottom right and top right drawing)). It’s just so…We’ll do all three
15 ((sweeps/points to all three drawings under discussion.))
16 David: Yeah.
17 Mark: No! I think those two ((gestures at drawings in journal)).
18 David: We have to do the top ((reference to top drawing)).
19 Brooke: We have to do the top ((puts a check mark on top left drawing)).
20 David: So we are going to choose out of the tech? ((reference to technical drawings)).
21 Mark: So choose one that….((gestures towards drawing in journal)).
22 Brooke: Do we think…?
23 Mark: Choose one of these ((referencing Brooke’s journal)).
Brooke: Are you sure you don’t want any of yours to go into the contest? ((pointing to
24 Mark’s journal)).
25 Mark: No, just choose one from each. So, I like this.
26 Brooke: I like this. So, I think we all like this ((bottom left drawing)).
27 Mark: Let’s take that.
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28

David: Yeah. (A)

Figure 4.3: Year 1 Team 2 transcribed section illustrating collaborative behaviors
The above segment illustrates how the process of reaching consensus takes time, with
two students frequently agreeing on a single plan while one student does not, drawing out the
process of reaching an agreement between all members of the group. This phenomenon
occurred in sections 8 and 9 where Brooke and David did not like a plan, but Mark did. Sections
12 and 13 revealed David and Mark liking two particular plans (top left and bottom left
drawings) and Brooke agreed at first but then pointed to two different drawings that she
preferred, the bottom right and the top right. The group comes close to an agreement in sections
15 and 16, when Brooke suggested they combined all three drawings and David agreed but
Mark strongly disagree (section 17, “No! I think these two.”) He suggested they combine two of
the three drawings, not all three at one time. They reached consensus at the end of this section
(25), where Mark supported a certain plan (“I like this.”), Brooke echoed Mark’s sentiments by
saying she too liked the plan (“So, I think we all like this.”) in section 26 and both Mark and
David verbally agreed to the plan she referenced (section 27 and 28).
Year 2 Team 1A
This group consisted of two members, both boys: Carl and Fred. I coded 114
Collaboration indicators in all five dimensions across lesson 4. The two boys worked with two
other students during lessons 4.1 and 4.3b, so indicators were not tallied during these two
lessons. The highest number of student interactions and corresponding behavior indicators
occurred between Carl and Fred during lesson 4.4b (56 indicators) when students improved
their previously tested design. Lesson 4.2 had the second highest number of indicators (39),
when the students shared their individual circuit designs and discussed which design should be
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selected. The fewest interactions and corresponding behavior indicators appeared during lesson
4.4a (4 indicators), when groups tested each other’s designs and recorded the results of their
tests in their engineering notebooks, a largely independent activity. The second-fewest number
of indicators occurred in lesson 4.3c, (15 indicators) where schematic diagrams were exchanged
between “contractors” and “engineers,” and only a few questions were asked before the
contractors started building the circuits based on instructions from the engineers.
Table 4.3: Year 2 Team 1A number of Collaboration indicators in each lesson and dimension
Lesson Number

Dimension
Total
Indicators

Cooperative

Constructive

Cognitive

Metacognitive

Collaborative

7

10

11

10

1

Lesson 4.3c

2

4

7

2

0

15

Lesson 4.4a

3

0

0

1

0

4

Lesson 4.4b
Total per
Dimension

3

11

35

6

1

56

15

25

53

19

2

114

Lesson 4.1
Lesson 4.2

N/A

Lesson 4.3b

39
N/A

Coding revealed that cognitive behavior was the dimension with the greatest number of
indicators present during all of Lesson 4 (53 indicators). The abundance of cognitive indicators
in Lesson 4 shows that Collaboration took place when students participated in group work
during the engineering design process. Below is an expert from section 4.4b, in which two
students discussed how to improve their circuit that previously failed when tested. Cognitive
behavior illustrated in this section occurred when group members asked each other questions
when they did not understand something, marked by the bold letter A; group members gave
reasons for their statements marked by the bold letter B; group members connected content that
was already familiar to new content to be learned marked by the bold letter C. Below is a
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section from lesson 4.4b in which Carl and Fred were trouble-shooting their improved design
and could not figure out why it was not working.
Video: T14142_ AC_L44_D1_T1_VMa_Y2
Time: 43:44 - 45:07mins
Note: A= Group members ask each other questions, B = Group members give reasons for
statements, C = Group members connect familiar content to new content to be learned.
Carl: Why is it not working? Why is it not working? (A)
1
Fred: It may not be conductors.
2
Carl: The buttons are conductors.
3
Fred: The buttons are conductors – I am 20% sure. (C)
4
Carl: What’s wrong this time? What’s wrong this time?? (A) The golden things
((brads)) are all conductors, and they’re both like touching this,(B) so…what’s wrong
5
this time?
Fred: What’s wrong? What else do we even have our bag? (A)
6
Carl: ((Ignore Fred)) Everything’s in order. Wait, is it something with the nuts? (A)
7
Fred: No. Why isn’t it working? Does it work alone? (A)
8
Carl: Ah! What’s happening? (A)
9
10 Fred: Is our battery dead? (A)
11 Carl: Is our battery dead? (A)
12 Fred: I think our battery is dead.
13 Carl: It’s like not working any more.
Figure 4.5: Year 2 Team 1A transcribed section illustrating cognitive behaviors
Evidence of cognitive behavior was seen in the above transcript, where seven of the 13
sections illustrate students asking one another questions when they do not understand something
(A). Carl started in section 1. He asked Fred why the circuit was not working, restated or
continued to ask him what was wrong with different parts of the circuit in sections 5, 7, 9, and
11. Fred also queried Carl, asking him why their design was not working in section 6, and
suggested possible causes of the problem in the form of a question in sections 8 and 10.
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Cognitive behavior was also demonstrated when Carl provided reasons for his statements (B) in
section 5. Carl claimed that the brads were touching one another and since they were conductors
the electricity should be flowing and the circuit should be working. Finally, Fred’s statement that
he is “20% sure” that the buttons were conductors (section 4) indicated that he had some prior
experience where buttons conducted electricity (C).
Coding suggested that collaborative indicators were present one time in lessons 4.2 and
one time in lesson 4.4b. While these numbers are low, the presence of the behaviors
demonstrates that multiple dimensions of Collaboration were taking place during the EiE lesson.
Below is a section from lesson 4.4b where Carl and Fred talked about how the switch
connection point of their circuit design could be built differently after failing to work the first
time. In the exchange below, collaborative behaviors were demonstrated through consensus
being reached. The indicator ‘group members agree upon a single plan or design’ is marked by
the bold letter A. Consensus was reached when one student decided on a particular design and
the other student agreed the design would work.
Video: T14142_ AC_L44_D1_T1_VMa_Y2
Time: 23:25 – 25:21 mins
Note: A = Group members agree upon a single plan or design
Fred: So, are we going to do? So Carl, how are we going to put the connection point
1
in?
Carl: ((Shows Fred his shoes/laces and smiles)) Isn’t that cool? ((puts feet back down
2
on ground))
Fred: My friend says…
3
Carl: ((grabs wire from Fred)) The switch connection point. We definitely gotta put
something here ((points to the end of the battery)), right?
4
Fred: Yeah () that lights.
5
Carl: I pretty much have it planned out already.
6
Fred: So we have to attach here?
7
Carl: We can attach this here ((puts alligator clip to end of battery)). These ()
paperclips. And then we tape this down.
8
Fred: There.
9
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10
11
12
13
14
15

Carl: So when it closes, the metal thing will touch it. And the other wire will be
attached to the other metal clip ((points to bulb)) and it will be () switch () open.
Fred: And then it will light!
Carl: Yeah, so you know now?
Fred: Yeah. (A) So, what are we going to build this ((points to end of switch opposite of
cup)) out of?
Carl: Two new paperclips (looks in bin). Fred, do you think we need new pins?
Fred: Yeah, ‘cause they ruined our pins.

Figure 4.6: Year 2 Team 1A transcribed section illustrating collaborative behavior
In the above exchange between Carl and Fred, an indicator of collaborative behavior
was present during their discussion when Fred agreed that the switch connection point imagined
by Carl would work. Section 12 was interpreted by the researcher as a double entrendre, where
Carl’s question, “so you know now?” posed two questions: Do you know how the switch will
work now? And, do you know how the switch will be built now? When Fred answered “Yeah” in
section 13, he agreed that he knew how Carl’s proposed switch would work and that he knew
how the switch would be built (A). Coming to an agreement over a single idea is a form of
reaching consensus, a collaborative behavior indicator.
Year 2 Team 1B
This group consisted of two members, one boy and one girl: Curt and Katie. The researcher
coded 82 Collaboration indicators in all five dimensions during lesson 4. The two members of
this group worked with two other students during lesson 4.1 and 4.3b, so indicators were not
tallied during these two lessons. The highest number of student interactions and corresponding
behavior indicators occurred between Curt and Katie during lesson 4.4b (35 indicators) when
students were improving their previously tested design. Lesson 4.2 had the second highest
number of indicators (23), where students shared their individual circuit designs and discussed
which design should be built. The fewest interactions and corresponding behavior indicators
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appeared during lesson 4.4a (11 indicators), when groups tested each other’s designs and
recorded the results of their tests in their engineering notebooks. The second fewest
Collaboration indicators occurred in lesson 4.3c, where schematic diagrams were exchanged
between “contractors” and “engineers”, questions were asked between engineer and contractor
groups, and the circuit was built based upon instructions from the engineers.
Table 4.4: Year 2 Team 1B number of Collaboration indicators in each lesson and dimension
Lesson Number

Dimension
Cooperative

Constructive

Cognitive

Metacognitive

Collaborative

7

9

7

0

1

Lesson 4.1
Lesson 4.2

Total
Indicators
N/A
24
N/A

Lesson 4.3b
Lesson 4.3c

1

7

5

0

0

13

Lesson 4.4a

1

4

6

0

0

11

Lesson 4.4b
Total per
Dimension

3

19

8

3

1

34

12

39

26

3

2

82

A tally of the above codes showed that constructive behavior was the dimension with the
greatest number of indicators present during all of Lesson 4 (39 indicators). The large number
of constructive indicators in Lesson 4 verified that Collaboration was taking place when
students participated in group work during the engineering design process. Below is an excerpt
from section 4.4b, where the two students discussed how to improve their circuit that previously
failed when tested. Curt and Katie tried to figure out a way to improve their circuit design and
struggled to come up with a new plan. The teacher came over to their desks to monitor their
work and inquire about progress. The following excerpt demonstrates constructive behavior
where group members shared their ideas (A) and where group members thought out loud (B). In
some cases, it is very difficult to distinguish between the two behaviors sharing ideas and
thinking out loud since they are similar actions and can be done simultaneously (A and B).
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Video: T14142_ AC_L44_D1_T1_VMb_Y2
Time: 0:13-4:24 mins
Note: A= Group members share ideas, B = Group members think out loud
Curt: I think I just changed the idea! (A and B)
1
((Katie had walked off, returns))
2
Curt: Oh right, that works. Pretty cool! Oh, we need more barrettes now. I don’t know
any more. What should we do?
3
Katie: I don’t know.
4
Curt: ((Shrugs shoulders)) So yeah.
5
Katie: Can I try something?
6
Curt: Sure. (.) Oh wait! I just got a good idea. Sometimes that barrette won’t work (B),
so… ((Curt continues working on his idea using clips instead of barrettes)), you know, I
don’t really know.
7
((Kate starts working on her idea with tinfoil pieces. Undoes clip attached to trough.
Curt interrupts her work))
8
Curt: Let’s just go back to the original. Oh wait now, I need to see this ((grabs the
tinfoil from Katie’s hands. Katie puts her hands behind her back and lets Curt work on
design)). I need to see this. ((He wraps tinfoil around end of the trough)).

9
10
11
12
13

Teacher: ((to Katie)) I don’t see you doing much. Talk to your partner. Where do you
think your tinfoil should go?
Katie: I think () (B) ((points to area underneath trough)) so, it won’t have much of a
chance of missing.
Teacher: Are you connecting the tinfoil then?
Katie: I don’t really know.

Figure 4.7: Year 2 Team 1B transcribed section illustrating constructive behaviors
In the example provided above, Curt started the conversation in section 1 by declaring
that he thinks he has an idea (A and B), which consisted of needing more barrettes to add
to the switch connection point. Curt had another idea/thought in section 7, where he
acknowledged that his first idea of using the barrettes did not always work (B) and
instead used clips as part of the switch connection point. His idea of using clips as the
switch connection point was not tallied since it was not verbalized. Katie admitted out
loud that she did not know what they should do to fix the switch connection point
(section 4 and section 13), but asked Curt if she could “try something” in section 6. Katie
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did not declare her idea out loud, but opted to quietly build and test her idea. Curt
commandeered her developing design by taking the materials she used to worked on his
own idea (section 9). A prompt from the teacher encouraged Katie to verbally contribute
her thoughts (B) to the group (section 11), suggesting that placing the tinfoil under the
trough would provide a large surface for the connection point and it will not “miss” when
the switch is closed.
Coding suggests that collaborative indicators were present two times, once in lesson
4.2 and again in lesson 4.4b. While infrequent, the presence of collaborative indicators
suggested that Collaboration took place in multiple dimensions during lesson 4. Below is
a section from lesson 4.2 where Curt and Katie described their individual circuit designs
and tried to determine which design to select as the single design to build. In the
exchange below, collaborative behaviors were demonstrated through consensus being
reached. In the following transcribed video, the indicator ‘Group members agree upon a
single plan or design’ is marked by the bold letter A.
Video: T14142_AC_L42_D1_T1_VMa_Y2
Time: 0:18 – 3:37 mins
Key: A= Group members agree upon a single plan or design
Curt: ((Looking at Katie)) (.) ((No response from Katie as she flips through her
notebook. Curt points to paper and Katie looks at it)) So this is the battery. It goes
through the wire and it goes through the switch. Then there’s another battery to light
that […. ].((Points to different drawing on paper)) And the other one (.) I kinda… well,
same thing () It will be dimmer. But this one battery. I don’t really know. It would
start off like that […] But, I don’t know. Okay. Your turn.
1
Katie: Mine’s really no different.
2
Curt: Hmm ((shrugs))
3
Katie: Mine are really no different. I just did one with the battery and one without the
battery so I can have two ideas at least.
4
Curt: Yeah (.) So which one do you want to do?
5
Katie: Umm, yours. Mine’s basically the same (A)
6
Curt: |We can do whatever| ((Points at his paper)) I would want to do this one…. ()
7
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Katie: () ((Shrugs shoulders))

Figure 4.8: Year 2 Team 1B transcribed section illustrating collaborative behaviors
In the above text, consensus was reached when one student, Katie, stated that both of her
designs and the designs Curt described in section 1 were no different from one another (section
2 and section 4). Katie acknowledged that the designs are “basically the same,” so it didn’t
matter to her which plan of the two was selected (section 6), and suggested they use one of
Curt’s designs. This statement indicated that an agreement was made on a single design. Curt
selected a design from his journal and stated to Katie that he would like to build it (section 8).
While Katie’s response, looking away from the camera, was inaudible, her gesture indicated
indifference. She did not propose a different solution, or argue with Curt’s demand, so the
group arrived upon a mutual decision, illustrating collaborative behavior.
Year 2 Team 2A
This team consisted of two members, one boy and one girl: Carlos and Christine. During
lesson 4.3c, Carlos was absent and an adult took his place and Christine was partnered with
Adult during all of the lesson. I coded 196 Collaboration indicators across all five dimensions.
Carlos and Christine worked with two other students during lessons 4.3b and 4.4a, so indicators
were not tallied during these two lessons. The highest number of interactions and corresponding
behavior indicators occurred between Christine and the Adult during lesson 4.3c (80 indicators)
when the schematic diagrams were exchanged between teams and the contractors created the
circuit according to the schematic diagram. Lesson 4.4b had the second highest number of
indicators (55), where teams discussed and tested ways in which their circuit design, specifically
the switch connection point, could be improved. The fewest interactions and corresponding
behavior indicators appeared during lesson 4.1 (20) where the entire class participated in a
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discussion about building an electric circuit and students individually brainstormed ideas in
their journals. The second fewest number of Collaboration interactions took place in lesson 4.2
(41) where Carlos and Christine discussed which of their individually drawn circuits and switch
connections should be built.
Table 4.5: Year 2 Team 2A Collaboration indicators in each lesson and dimension
Lesson Number

Collaboration Dimensions
Cooperative

Constructive

Cognitive

Metacognitive

Collaborative

Lesson 4.1

1

12

6

1

0

Total
Indicators
20

Lesson 4.2

11

10

18

1

1

41
N/A

Lesson 4.3b
Lesson 4.3c

5

12

61

2

0

N/A

Lesson 4.4a
Lesson 4.4b
Total per
Dimension

80

19

13

11

11

1

55

36

47

96

15

2

196

Tallying specific codes shown above revealed that cognitive behavior was the dimension
with the greatest number of indicators present during all of Lesson 4 (96 indicators). The
presence of cognitive indicators in Lesson 4 verified that Collaboration took place when
students participated in group work during the engineering design process. Below is an excerpt
from section 4.3c, where Adult and Christine reviewed the engineering team’s schematic
diagram and assembled an alarm circuit based upon the provided design. The following excerpt
demonstrated cognitive behavior where group members asked each other questions when they
did not understand something, marked by the bold letter A.
Video: T14142_AC_L43_D1_T2_VMa_Y2
Time: 9:48- 11:22 mins
Note: A = Group members ask each other questions when they don’t understand something
1 Adult: So what would you like to do first? (A)
2 Christine: Um put the wires down (.) This ones kinda…
3 Adult: That’s why we have extras.
4 Christine: Okay.
5 Adult: So what does that symbol represent? (A)
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7
8
9
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11
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14

Christine: Um, a light bulb.
Adult: So what do you need? (A)
Christine: Um, a light bulb (.) Wait so now we need a switch.
Adult: What is the switch? (A)
Christine: Uh, the trough.
Adult: Do you remember what part of the trough is the switch? (A)
Christine: Um yeah, this was kinda the switch ((points to materials on table)).
Adult: So which part? (A)
Christine: Uh, this part ((points to cup)).

Figure 4.9: Year 2 Team 2A transcribed section illustrating cognitive behaviors
The above exchange took place in less than one minute and involved the Adult asking
Christine six different questions. The majority of the interactions between Adult and Christine
during lesson 4.3 were questions asked by Adult and answered by Christine. Since asking
questions is an indicator of cognitive behavior, and since the researcher must conjecture as to
whether the Adult does or does not understand something, all of the questions asked during this
lesson and others were tallied as cognitive behavior indicators.
Coding showed that collaborative indicators were present twice, once in lesson 4.2 and
again in lesson 4.4b. While infrequent, the presence of collaborative indicators revealed that
Collaboration took place in this lesson. Below is a section from lesson 4.2 where Curt and Katie
described their individual circuit designs and tried to determine which design to select as the
single design to build. In the below exchange, collaborative behaviors were demonstrated
through consensus being reached. The indicator “group members share their ideas and combine
two or more ideas as a plan or design” is marked by the bold letter A.
Video: T14142_AC_L44_D1_T2_VMb_
Time: 34:10 – 35:50 mins
Note: A = Group members share their ideas and combine two or more ideas as a plan or design
1 Christine: Hmm. Maybe () I have an idea.
2 Carlos: Are you just gonna connect the washer?
3 Christine: Yeah.
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6
7
8
9
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Carlos: And use one of those angle things. (A) ((Grabs a material out of the bag)). There
it is. ((Hands the material from bag to Christine who connects material to switch and
tests it)).
Carlos: Nope. Do it again. Do it 10 times. ((Christine does it ten times)). Yeah, it’s mostly
failing.
Christine: Maybe if we drop it down a little bit closer?
Carlos: 'Cause its supposed to be…((picks up trough and moves it))
Christine: ((Counting trials)) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
Carlos: Five times it came true? ((looks to Christine)
Christine: No, it was three.

Figure 4.10: Year 2 Team 2A transcribed section illustrating collaborative behaviors
Prior to the above exchange, the two students worked on improving their switch
connection point for approximately 30 minutes. Then the teacher said that they had a short
amount of time left before they needed to present their new design to the rest of the class.
Christine announced that she had an idea (section 1) and Carlos accurately stated her idea before
she articulated her thoughts in section 2. In section 4, Carlos contributed his own idea to
Christine (“and use () one of those angle things”), to which Christine did not verbally respond
but incorporated both her idea and Carlos’ contribution to the switch connection point and
tested it (A). In this exchange, students demonstrated collaborative behavior by sharing their
ideas and combining their ideas into a single design.
Year 2 Team 2B
This group consisted of two members, one boy and one girl: Larry and Lisa. I coded 234
Collaboration indicators in all five dimensions in lesson 4. Larry and Lisa worked with two
other students during lesson 4.3b and 4.4a, so indicators were not tallied during these two
lessons. The highest number of student interactions and corresponding behavior indicators
occurred between Larry and Lisa during lesson 4.4b (87 indicators) when they improved their
previously tested design. Lesson 4.2 had the second highest number of indicators (85), where
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they shared their individual circuit designs and discussed which design should be built. The
fewest interactions and corresponding behavior indicators appeared during lesson 4.1 (26),
where schematic diagrams were exchanged between the students who designed the circuits and
the students who will build the circuits. The second fewest number of Collaboration interactions
took place in lesson 4.3c (36) where engineers exchanged diagrams with the contractors, asked
questions of one another if the diagrams are unclear, and the contractors created the circuit
according to the schematic diagram. Groups tested each other’s designs and recorded the results
of their tests in their engineering notebooks.
Table 4.6: Year 2 Team 2B Collaboration indicators in each lesson and dimension
Lesson Number

Dimensions
Cooperative

Constructive

Cognitive

Metacognitive

Collaborative

Total
Indicators

Lesson 4.1

2

14

4

6

0

26

Lesson 4.2

16

21

37

7

4

85

Lesson 4.3b
Lesson 4.3c

N/A
6

10

19

1

0

Lesson 4.4a
Lesson 4.4b
Total per
Dimension

36
N/A

11

23

42

9

2

87

35

68

102

23

6

234

Tallying specific codes shown above revealed that cognitive behavior was the dimension
with the greatest number of indicators present (102 indicators). Since examples of interactions
between students that demonstrate cognitive behaviors for Year 1 Team 2, Year 2 Team 1A, and
Year 2 Team 2A were previously provided, Year 2 Team 2B tallies will be used to illustrate
metacognitive behavior indicators. Metacognitive behavior, which includes students thinking
about their own thinking or their fellow group member’s thought process, was the dimension
with the second lowest number of indicators during all of Lesson 4 (23 indicators) with
collaborative behavior being the lowest (6 indicators). Below is an excerpt from section 4.3a,
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where Larry and Lisa tested the design that they (the engineers) created and that the other team
(the contractors) have built. Christine worked alone and served as the contractor for Larry and
Lisa’s design. Test results of Larry and Lisa’s design revealed that their circuit design did not
work. Both Lisa and Larry are writing responses to the questions asked about the test results in
their science journals. The following excerpt demonstrates metacognitive behavior where group
members point out mistakes and/or misconceptions to one another, marked by the bold letter A,
and where group members express a lack of understanding of what they have already
understood, marked by the bold letter B.
T1412_AC_L43_D1_T1_Vma_Y2
Time: 47:48- 48:55 mins
Note: A = Group members point out mistakes and/or misconceptions to one another,
B = Group members express a lack of understanding of what they have already understood
Larry: ((Reading from journal)) 'What part of the circuit didn’t work well?' They all
would have not not worked well….they would have worked but the wires were not in
1 position.
2 Lisa: And the batteries were not in position.
3 Larry: ((to Christine)) the wires were not in position.
4 Lisa: ((looking right at Christine)) Yeah.
5 Larry: ((To Lisa)) The batteries were fine.
6 Lisa: No, the batteries were – the batteries were the wrong way. (A) And then this…
Larry: No, it's not wrong any more ((looks and points at circuit that Larry and Lisa built))
7 (B)
8 Lisa: No, that’s what WE built. That’s what we built! (A)
9 Larry: That’s not what we built. (.) (B) Oh wait, Yeah it was.
10 Lisa: ((Points at circuit across table that Larry and Lisa designed)) Yeah, so…
11 Larry: Wait. No, what?? How did they switch? (B)
12 Lisa: They didn’t! We just moved over here ((to the other side of the table)). (A)
13 Larry: No, but we built it over there ((pointing to other side of the table)). (B)
Lisa: No we didn’t. We built on the J one ((J poster board)). She ((Christine)) designed –
they designed the J one. And then they ((Christine and Carlos)) gave it to us so we
14 could… (A)
Larry: ((Ignoring Lisa's explanation)) “What part of the alarm circuit did not work well?”
15 All of them would have …if the wires were in position.
Figure 4.11: Year 1 Team 1 transcribed section illustrating metacognitive behaviors
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This exchange illustrated metacognitive behavior, where each student verbally
demonstrated an awareness of their own thought processes and understanding. The discussion
started when Larry claimed that the circuit he and Lisa designed as engineers would have
worked if the circuit had been built according to the schematic they had given to Christine, the
contractor. Lisa continued with the accusation, by stating that the contractor had not placed the
batteries in the right position (section 2) and agreeing that the wires were not placed in the right
position (section 4). In section 5, Larry expressed his confusion about the circuit he and Lisa
designed (as engineers) versus the circuit he and Lisa built (as contractors). Lisa pointed out
Larry’s first mistake in section 6, reminding him that the contractor built their circuit design
with the batteries placed incorrectly. Larry was confused by orientation of the batteries in the
circuit he referenced (section 7), so Lisa pointed out that he was talking about the wrong circuit
(section 8). Larry repeated his misunderstanding in section 9, initially claiming the circuit in
question was not built by he and Lisa, then claiming it was. The exchange between the two
continued in sections 11-14, where Larry mistook one the circuit for the other (A) and Lisa
repeatedly pointed out Larry’s misunderstanding (B), two indicators of metacognitive behaviors.
The presence of metacognitive indicators during group work confirmed that Collaboration
occurred during lesson 4.
Coding showed that collaborative indicators were present six times in Year 2 Team 2B.
Collaborative behavior occurred four times during lesson 4.2 and twice in lesson 4.4b. Below is
a section from lesson 4.2 where Larry and Lisa described their individual circuit designs and
tried to determine which design to select as the single design to build. In the below exchange,
collaborative behaviors were demonstrated through consensus being reached. In the following
transcribed video, the indicator ‘Group members agree upon a single plan or design’ is marked
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by the bold letter A, and the indicator ‘Group members share their ideas and combine two or
more ideas as a plan or design’ is marked by the bold letter B.
Video: T14142_AC_L42_D1_T2_VMa_Y2
Time: 8:40-10:58 mins
Note: A = Group members agree upon a single plan or design, B = Group members share their
ideas and combine two or more ideas as a plan or design
1 Larry: We gotta, like, put them ((the drawings)) together.
2 Lisa: I’ll try it.
3 Larry: Like, mix them.
4 Lisa: How?
5 Larry: I don’t know. Let’s wait, let’s go back to this page.
Lisa: We’ll just mix these ((points to two drawings diagonal from one another in
6 Larry's journal)) (B)
7 Larry: Wait, go back to that one page you showed (.)
8 Lisa: It’s ((the circuit drawing)) the exact same except ()
9 Larry: I think we could do, um…
10 Lisa: I think we could just do that ((points to drawing in her notebook))

11
12

Larry: This, but with my idea of the, uh, wire (.) I think we could do this but with my
idea of the trough thing. Wait, Lisa. Lisa, if we’re drawing this one (.) how, when the
light goes down how is this one gonna turn on? Well, because uh yea. Ok. Let’s do…

13

Lisa: This one here will go to that, but when it (.)
Larry: Yeah, ok. I guess we can do your idea. (A) But I have another idea we can do
that we draw for this, I have another idea.

14
15
16
17
18

Lisa: Ok. What should I draw? (.) Just like that? ((points to drawing in notebook))
Exactly that?
Larry: Yeah (.) Then I’ll, uh draw, it. No, it’s the one before.
Lisa: What?
Larry: Its number four.
Lisa: I know.

Figure 4.12: Year 2 Team 2B transcribed section illustrating collaborative behaviors
In the above exchange, two collaborative indicators are present. In sections 1–6, Larry and
Lisa discussed the idea of combining circuit diagram ideas into a single plan. They used phrases
like, “put them together” and “mix them”, with Lisa declaring in section 6 that “We’ll just mix
these (two diagrams)” to reach a mutual agreement (B), an indication of collaborative behavior
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through the combining of ideas to arrive at a single design. In section 8, Lisa noted that two of
the proposed designs were the same, “the exact same,” and then suggested that they just build
the design in her notebook. Larry responded by agreeing to the design Lisa had in her notebook,
but insists that another of his ideas be incorporated into the agreed upon design. Lisa complied,
asking Larry if she should draw the new design like the existing one she referenced. Larry
concurred with her decision (section 13), agreeing on a single idea (A), which is an indicator of
collaborative behavior. The presence of collaborative indicators supports the occurrence of
Collaboration during lesson 4.
Overall structure of findings
Collaboration, as defined along the five dimensions of cooperative, constructive, cognitive,
metacognitive, and collaborative activities, occurred in all six third-grade groups studied in this
research project. A summary of the total number of Collaboration behavior indicators tallied
across all six teams participating in the EiE Alarming Circuits Lesson 4 for both Years 1 and 2
is provided in Table 4.7. Tallied data shows that cognitive behavior was the most prevalent
indicator coded during this study (463 indicators), with constructive behavior being the second
highest (350 indicators). The total number of indicators per dimension was not the same for any
of the teams. Collaborative behavior was coded the least frequently (24 indicators) and
metacognitive behavior was the second least frequently coded behavior (145 indicators).
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Table 4.7: Year 1 and 2, Teams 1 and 2 Collaboration indicators in each lesson and dimension
Year and Team

Dimension
Cooperative

Constructive

Cognitive

Metacognitive

Collaborative

Year 1 Team 1

62

105

99

36

7

Total
Indicators
per Team
309

Year 1 Team 2

39

66

87

49

5

246

Year 2 Team 1A

15

25

53

19

2

114

Year 2 Team 1B

12

39

26

3

2

82

Year 2 Team 2A

36

47

96

15

2

196

Year 2 Team 2B
Total Indicators
Per Dimension

35

68

102

23

6

234

199

350

463

145

24

Year 1 Team 1 and Team 2 accrued the greatest number of indicators (309 and 246,
respectively) while Year 2 Team 1A and Team 1B accrued the fewest indicators (114 and 82).
During Year 2, lesson 4.3b was not included in the tallies because the students did not work in
their designated teams. Year 2 Team 2 students worked outside of their groups during lesson
4.4a, contributing to a lower overall number of total indicators accrued during all of Lesson 4.
Year 1, Team 1 and 2 Student Behavior Indicators of Collaboration
Lesson 4: Year 1 Team 1
Indicators of Collaboration
Observed

Lesson 4: Year 1 Team 2
Indicators of Collaboration
Observed
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4.1
4.2
4.3b
4.3c
4.4a
4.4b
Cooperative

Constructive

Cognitive

Metacognitive Collaborative

Figure 4.13: Year 1 Team 1 and Team 2 number of indicators versus dimension of indicators
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Year 2, Team 1A and Team 1B Student Behavior Indicators of Collaboration
Lesson 4: Year 2 Team 1B
Indicators of Collaboration
Observed

Lesson 4: Year 2 Team 1A
Indicators of Collaboration
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Figure 4.14: Year 2 Team 1A and Team 1B number of indicators versus dimension of indicators

Year 2, Team 2A and Team 2B Student Behavior Indicators of Collaboration
Lesson 4: Year 2 Team 2B
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Lesson 4: Year 2 Team 2A
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Figure 4.15: Year 2 Team 2A and Team 2B number of indicators versus dimension of indicators
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Figures 4.13, 4.14, and 4.15 compare the number of Collaboration indicators observed in
each dimension during Year 1 (Team 1 and 2), Year 2 (Team 1 A and 1 B) and Year 2 (Team 2
A and 2 B). While cooperative, constructive, cognitive, and metacognitive behaviors were
observed and coded during all lessons during Lesson 4 (lesson 4.1, 4.2, 4.3b, 4.4a and 4.4b)
during both Year 1 and Year 2, collaborative behavior was only observed and coded in lesson
4.2 and lesson 4.4b of both Year 1 and Year 2, Teams 1 and 2.
The total number of indicators for Year 1 (Team 1 and 2), Year 2 (Team 1 A and 1 B) and
Year 2 (Team 2 A and 2 B) per dimension and the mean (average) number of indicators per
dimension are shown in Table 4.8. This table clearly demonstrates that constructive (58.3
indicators on average per team) and cognitive (77.2 indicators on average per team) were the
most prevalent behaviors observed during group work when students participated in the EDP
featured in lesson 4 of EiE Alarming Circuits. Collaborative indicators were the least frequently
observed (4 indicators on average per team), suggesting that the behaviors “group members
coming to agreement on a plan or design” and “group members combine two or more ideas into
a single plan or design” were rarely observed during group work when students participated in
the engineering design process.
Table 4.8: Year 1 and 2, Team 1 and 2 total and mean Collaboration indicators per dimension
Cooperative

Constructive

Cognitive

Metacognitive

Collaborative

Total Indicators
per Dimension

199

350

463

145

24

Mean of
Indicators per
Dimension

33.2

58.3

77.2

24.2

4
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Research Question 2: What aspects of Lesson 4 of the EiE curriculum An Alarming Idea:
Designing Alarm Circuits and its enactment contributed to or inhibited collaboration across all
five of the dimensions?
Lesson activities
Tallied data from the six different groups of students studied during Year 1 and Year 2
indicated that some lessons contained within Lesson 4 of the Alarm Circuits unit evoke a greater
number of Collaboration behaviors across all dimensions (cooperative, cognitive, metacognitive,
constructive and collaborative) during group work. Tallied data from these same groups showed
that some lessons contained within Lesson 4 of the Circuits unit contributed to a smaller number
of Collaboration behaviors in all dimensions during the group work. For the purposes of this
study, Lesson 4 was divided into six separate sub-lessons based upon major activities
corresponding to the steps of the engineering design process that took place during the lesson.
Table 4.9: Lessons with the most number of indicators to the least number of indicators
Year and Team
Year 1 Team 1
Year 1 Team 2
Year 2 Team 1A
Year 2 Team 1B
Year 2 Team 2A
Year 2 Team 2B

Most # of
Indicators

Second Most
# of Indicator

Second Least
# Indicators

4.2
4.4b
4.1
4.2
4.3b
4.1
4.4b
4.2
4.3c
4.4b
4.2
4.3c
4.3c*
4.4b
4.2
4.4b
4.2
4.3c
*Lesson where Christine worked with Adult

Least # of
Indicators

4.4a
4.4a
4.4a
4.4a
4.1
4.1

Table 4.9 shows that three of the six teams exhibited the highest number of Collaboration
behaviors across all five dimensions while participating in lesson 4.4b, with two of the
remaining six groups exhibiting the second highest number of indicators during lesson 4.4b. In
this lesson, engineer groups discussed ideas for improving their designs with the contractor
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groups and within their own engineer group. Students wrote their ideas for improvement in
their notebooks. The engineers tested their improvements with their team (Year 1) and with the
entire class (Year 2).
Two of the six groups had the highest number of Collaboration indicators across all five
dimensions in lesson 4.2, with three of the six groups exhibiting the second highest number of
Collaboration behaviors in this same lesson. During lesson 4.2, students worked in their small
engineering groups to explain their individually drawn circuits and switch diagrams to each
other. Students were told specifically by the teacher to select only one circuit diagram to build
and test. A significant portion of this lesson was devoted to planning how the modeled design
would be built and agreeing about which circuit diagram would be built.
Table 4.9 reveals that four of the six teams exhibited the lowest number of Collaboration
behaviors across all five dimensions while participating in lesson 4.4a. During lesson 4.4a, the
engineering teams were given back their circuits that were built using available materials (wire,
batteries, switch and lightbulb) by the contractor team. The engineers tested the circuit design
that the contractors built for them. The engineers recorded the results of their test(s) on what
worked and what did not work in their journals. Discussion between group members was limited
during this portion of the lesson and most of the group members worked independently.
Four of the six teams exhibited either the second to the least or the least number of
indicators of Collaboration behavior in lesson 4.1. During lesson 4.1, students participated in a
whole-class discussion about how to build a circuit and attach a switch. In engineering groups,
students asked what was needed to build a circuit and used prior knowledge from the previous
EiE lessons. The students conducted the imagine step independently by drawing their circuit and
switch diagrams in their composition notebook.
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Group-work time
Another major finding pulled from the analysis of the Student Behavior Indicators of
Collaboration revealed that more time devoted to group work resulted in a greater number of
Collaboration indicators observed during the lesson. Subsamples from the data analysis of lesson
4.1 from Year 1 and Year 2 are provided below in Table 4.10
Table 4.10: Lesson 4.1 and lesson 4.2, Years 1 and 2, amount of time and number of indicators
Lesson 4.1

Total Lesson
Time

Total Time in
Groups

Total # of
Indicators

Year 1 Team 1

59:50:00

4:35

8

Year 1 Team 2

59:50:00

4:35

7

Average Year 1 Team 1

7.5

Year 2 Team 1A&1B

69:41:00

5:30

16

Year 2 Team 2A

69:41:00

5:30

20

Year 2 Team 2B

69:41:00

5:30

26

Average Year 2 Team 2
Lesson 4.2

Total Lesson
Time

Total Time in
Groups

20.6
Total # of
Indicators

Year 1 Team 1

59:50:00

36:50:00

98

Year 1 Team 2

59:50:00

36:50:00

66

Average Year 1 Team 1

82

Year 2 Team 1A&1B

59:50:00

35:35:00

68

Year 2 Team 2A

59:50:00

35:35:00

41

Year 2 Team 2B

59:50:00

35:35:00

85

Average Year 2 Team 2

64.6

In the above Table 4.10, there is a notable difference between the average number of
Collaboration indicators tallied during lesson 4.1 from Year 1 (7.5 indicators) compared to the
average number of Collaboration indicators tallied during lesson 4.1 in Year 2 (20.6 indicators).
The amount of time designated for the group work task increased from 4:35 minutes in Year 1 to
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5:30 minutes in Year 2, a difference of 55 seconds, supporting the declaration that increased
time in groups increases the number of Collaboration indicators. There was a notable difference
between the average number of Collaboration indicators tallied during lesson 4.2 from Year 1
(82 indicators) compared to the average number of Collaboration indicators tallied during lesson
4.2 in Year 2 (64.6 indicators). The amount of time designated for group tasks decreased from
36:50 minutes in Year 1 to 35:35 minutes in Year 2, a difference of 75 seconds. The decrease in
time spent in small groups corresponds to a decrease in the number of Collaboration indicators
present during lesson 4.2.
Number of group members
Analysis of the data indicated that the greater the number of members in a group, the higher
the number of Collaboration behavior indicators observed per group during a given section of a
lesson. The sizes of the groups studied ranged in size from two members (dyads) to four
members (quadriads). Year 1 students worked in groups of three students (triads) per group
during all six lessons. Year 2 Team 1 worked in groups of two students per group during four of
the six lessons: 4.2, 4.3c, 4.4a and 4.4b; and they worked in groups of four students per group
during two of the six lessons: 4.1 and 4.3b. Year 2 Team 2 worked in groups of two students
during four of the six lessons: 4.1, 4.2, 4.3c, and 4.4b and worked in groups of four students
during two of the six lessons: 4.3b and 4.4a.
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Table 4.11: Group size, cross talk and total Collaboration indicators

Year 1 Team 1
(triad)
Year 1 Team 2
(triad)
Year 2 Team 1A
(dyad)
Year 2 Team 1B
(dyad)
Year 2 Team 2A
(dyad)
Year 2 Team 2B
(dyad)

Totaled
Indicators

Add 4.1
“cross-talk”
Indicators

Add 4.3b
“cross-talk”
Indicators

Add 4.4a
“cross-talk”
Indicators

New Total
Indicators

309

⁃

⁃

⁃

309

246

⁃

⁃

⁃

246

114

16

25

⁃

155

82

16

25

⁃

123

196

⁃

13

29

238

234

⁃

13

29

276

Table 4.10 shows that the Totaled Student Behavior Indicators of Collaboration (first column)
were greater when students worked in teams of three members (Year 1) than in teams with two
members (Year 2). During Year 2, Collaboration behaviors observed during lesson 4.1, 4.3b and
4.4a during “cross-talk” between the two teams of two students working at the same table were
added and totaled in the last column. Therefore, the New Total Student Behavior Indicators of
Collaboration column contains the “cross-talk” indicators observed and tallied throughout all of
Lesson 4 (Table 4.11). The New Total Collaboration Indicators number is greater than the
Totaled Collaboration Indicators, revealing that as group size increased, even if non-sanctioned,
more opportunities for Collaboration events between students occurred, and the number of
indicators observed and tallied increased.
Interactions with adults
The findings from this study indicated that students’ Collaboration behaviors were
influenced when adults (non-teacher) interacted with their small groups. The majority of the
interactions that occurred during Year 1 and Year 2 involved groups of students working with
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other students. There were a few exceptions to this dynamic that can be analyzed closely in
future research to determine the positive and negative consequences of adult intervention in
group work and its impact on Collaboration behaviors across all five dimensions.
During Year 2 Team 2A lesson 4.3c, Christine was paired with Adult since her partner
Carlos was absent from class. During this particular lesson, cognitive behaviors were observed
and tallied at total of 61 times, a number 3.2 times greater than the cognitive indicators tallied by
any other team during lesson 4.3c. Cognitive indicators include group members asking each
other questions, marked by the bold letter A in the transcribed portion below. Of these 61
occurrences in lesson 4.3c, Adult asked Christine 48 questions while Christine asked Adult 11
questions and provided reasons for her statements twice. The below transcribed conversation
excerpt between Christine and Adult illustrates this cognitive behavior, dominated by questions
(marked by A).
Video: T14142_AC_L43_D1_T2_VMa_Y2
Time: 9:48- 11:22 mins
Note: A = Group members ask each other questions when they don’t understand something
Adult: So what would you like to do first? (A
1
Christine: Um, put the wires down (.) This ones kinda…
2
Adult: That’s why we have extras.
3
Christine: Okay.
4
Adult: So what does that symbol represent? (A)
5
Christine: Um, a light bulb.
6
Adult: So what do you need? (A)
7
Christine: Um, a light bulb (.) Wait so now we need a switch.
8
Adult: What is the switch? (A)
9
10 Christine: Uh, the trough.
11 Adult: Do you remember what part of the trough is the switch? (A)
12 Christine: Um, yeah, this was kinda the switch ((points to materials on table)).
13 Adult: So which part? (A)
14 Christine: Uh, this part ((points to cup)).
Figure 4.16: Year 2 Team 2A Adult interaction with student illustrating cognitive behavior
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During this transaction, Adult used a series of open and closed questions to communicate
with Christine during the circuit-building process. These questions dominated the interactions
that occurred during lesson 4.3, illustrating that the number of cognitive indicators increased
when an adult is paired with a student during group work. This finding suggests that there is an
increase in the number of observed Collaboration behaviors when students interact with adults
(non-teacher) during group work.
Another example of an adult (non-teacher) interaction with students during group work
illustrated that interaction with adults influenced the students’ Collaboration process. During
Year 2, both Team 1 and Team 2 were observed by a group of visiting adults, including the
school principal and school district superintendent, during lesson 4.4a. Approximately 30
minutes into the video, the adults wandered around the room, approached teams working at their
desks, and interacted with the students. Below is a transcribed section illustrating the exchange
that occurred between Fred and Carl and a single adult who came up to their table and began
asking them about their circuit design. Questions asked by the adult to Fred and Carl are
delineated by the letter A.
Video: T14142_ AC_L44_D1_T1_VMa_Y2
Time: 30:37 – 32:00 mins
Note: A = Questions asked by the adult (non-group member) to the students
Adult: So, what’s your plan. Did it work? (A)
1
Carl and Fred: No.
2
Carl: No, it failed last time.
3
Adult: So what’s the change that you guys are gonna make? (A)
4
Fred: Our change is to make this drop.
5
Adult: Uh huh. How are you changing it? (A)
6
Fred: We are changing it.
7
Carl: Well, we are kind of not changing it at all, we’re just gonna ()
8
Adult: What do these little squares mean? ((points to schematic diagram)) (A)
9
10 Carl and Fred: Tape.
11 Adult: Oh, tape.
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23
24

Fred: Then the people who built, (are) gonna build, built that part wrong and they also
built – they forgot two wires.
Adult: Did you get somebody else’s design that you are improving? (A)
Fred: Yea, we did that one (points across table).
Adult: Ooh – so, you did that and you did a switch? (A)
Fred: Yes, so we designed this ((points to circuit)) and they gave that to us. (.)
Adult: So, did yours work any better than theirs? (A)
Fred: Ours didn’t work.
Carl: Theirs actually worked. Ours failed.
Adult: (Laughs)
Fred: Ours failed miserably.
Adult: So, how are you making this work? (A)
Fred: We are adding two more wires.
Adult: […] ((Adult walks away))

Figure 4.17: Year 2 Team 1A adult interaction with students illustrating cognitive behavior
Carl and Fred worked together to improve their switch connection point when an adult
entered the scene and asked them a question in section 1. During this exchange, the adult asked
eight questions (three open-ended, five closed). This interaction between the adult and the two
students is not tallied as a Cognitive behavior because the adult was not a member of the group,
but an outsider to the group. The time it took Fred and Carl to address the adult’s questions took
away from the time they had to work with one another and improve their switch connection
point design. Of the approximately 34 minutes devoted to working in groups during lesson 4.4a,
approximately 8 minutes of Carl and Fred’s time was spent talking to an adult who primarily
asked them questions about their project. There were no collaborative indicators tallied between
Carl and Fred during the above transcript. There were only four Collaboration indicators tallied
across all five domains during all of lesson 4.4a (three cooperative, one metacognitive), the
lowest number of Collaboration indicators exhibited by this group in all six lessons in Lesson 4.
This finding suggests that adult interactions with student groups reduce the overall number of
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Collaboration behaviors that occur between group members during group work. If the adults
were considered members of the group instead of outsiders to the group, then the overall
quantity of cognitive indicators tallied likely would have increased as the adult asked a series of
questions that would have contributed to a higher overall number of Collaboration indicators that
during this time period.
Adherence to the EiE curriculum
Findings from this study indicated that adherence to the EiE Curriculum can both increase
and decrease the number of Collaboration behavior indicators observed and tallied during group
work. The first example of adhering to versus deviating from the EiE curriculum occurred
during lesson 4.1, when students were provided with a set of four discussion questions that
appeared in their Engineering Journals. This portion of the lesson was written as and presented
as a whole-class activity, in which the teacher asked questions out loud and students raised their
hands and contributed to the large-group discussion. Students were given 90 seconds to talk to
their group members about the last question listed in the journal. After this time, the teacher
selected a few students to share their answers with the entire class. The students wrote the classgenerated answers to all of the questions in their journals. This lesson was largely conducted in a
teacher-facilitated format.
After a classroom discussion covering questions 1–4, students were asked to talk to their
group members about what they thought were important properties of a switch connection point.
They were told to brainstorm individually as to how they would use the materials they had
available to them to design and draw a switch connection point and corresponding circuit. At
this point in the lesson the teacher diverged from the scripted curriculum during Year 1 but not
during Year 2. In Year 2, the teacher followed the instructions in the EiE curriculum, which
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provided students with the opportunity to work in small groups and explore the materials
included in the Switch Parts Bag. In Year 2 groups, students were asked to make predictions
about what materials would work well in their circuits and switches and test those materials.
Students in Year 2 exchanged ideas, made predictions, conducted tests, and discussed their
results, contributing to a number of observed collaborative indicators. The teacher instructed
Year 1 students to talk about the parts in the Switch Parts Bag, materials they used during
Lesson 3, but without the opportunity to play with, manipulate, or conduct tests with the
materials. The teacher allowed the students to discuss which materials would work well, but
chose to deviate from the curriculum in Year 1 by not providing them with the opportunity to
manipulate the materials to generate and make predictions or test their predictions, limiting the
number of Collaboration behaviors exhibited during this portion of Lesson 4.
As demonstrated in Figures 4.13 and 4.15, the total number of Collaboration indicators
observed during lesson 4.1 from Year 1 was 15 indicators, compared to the total number of
Collaboration indicators observed in Year 2 of 46 indicators. This finding suggested that when
the teacher followed the EiE curriculum as written, the number of Collaboration behaviors that
took place in each group increased. When the teacher deviated from the EiE curriculum as
written, the number of Collaboration behaviors that took place during a lesson decreased.
A second example of adhering to versus deviating from the EiE curriculum occurred during
lesson 4.3b, in which student engineer groups drew a schematic diagram of their agreed upon
circuit-and-switch connection point and gave the drawing to the contractor group to build. In
Year 1, the teacher altered the provided curriculum by telling the engineers they were required to
work together to complete a set of written instructions to accompany their diagram. These stepby step-instructions were given to the contractors in addition to the schematic diagram. The
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contractors referenced both the drawing and the directions to create a circuit-and-switch
connection point. In Year 2, the teacher did not alter the curriculum and asked engineers to
provide the contractors with only a schematic diagram and no written instructions (see Appendix
A-5). This decision may have been based on the feedback given by the students from Year 1,
who expressed their concerns and confusion about which directions to follow when building the
contractor’s electric circuit. Several students, during their role as engineers, stated their
uncertainty about following the contractor’s schematic diagram when the contractor’s written
instructions were markedly different.
The data collected from analysis of this lesson is shown in Table 4.12. The total number of
Collaboration behaviors tallied during lesson 4.3b from Year 1 was 112 indicators (51 for Team
1 and 61 for Team 2) compared to the total number of 38 Collaboration behaviors tallied in Year
2 (25 for Teams 1 and 13 for Teams 2). This finding suggested that deviating from the EiE
curriculum (having students work together to generate written instructions in addition to drawing
a schematic diagram) increased the number of Collaboration behaviors per group while
following the curriculum (having students draw a schematic diagram only) reduced the number
of Collaboration behaviors per group.
Table 4.12: Year 1 and 2, Team 1 and 2 lesson 4.3b number of indicators of Collaboration
Year and Team

Dimension
Cooperative

Constructive

Cognitive

Metacognitive

Collaborative

Total
Indicators

Year 1 Team 1

12

13

21

5

0

51

Year 1 Team 2

4

24

19

14

0

61

Year 2 Team 1A
& Team 1B

2

8

12

3

0

25

Year 2 Team 2A
& Team 2B

2

0

7

4

0

13
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The impact of deviating from the established EiE curriculum can be studied in detail by
analyzing transcripts from lesson 4.3b. Below is a short excerpt from Year 1 Team 1 where the
engineer groups of students worked collectively to write step-by-step instructions for their
contractor groups. Collaboration indicators are referenced at the end of selected sections, with
four of the five Collaboration dimensions highlighted in bold font during the following exchange
between Brooke, David, and Mark.
Video: T14142_AC_L43_D1_T2_VM_b
Time: 29:27- 38:11 mins
Key: Cooperative: Group members respond to, encourage and treat each other with respect,
Cognitive: Group members ask each other questions, give reasons for statements, and connect
content, Constructive: Group members share ideas and think out loud, Metacognitive: Group
members point out mistakes, misconceptions, express lack of understanding and move forward
Brooke: Okay wait. Slow down. So first….
1
David: "Tape the other piece of tinfoil."
2
Brooke: (repeats) "Tape the other…"
3
David: "To the other tinfoil () and put it on the side." (Constructive)
4
Brooke: (repeats) "And put it on the side."
5
Brooke: (To David) Does this make sense? (Cognitive)
6
David: (Reading) "Then tape the other piece of tinfoil…" Oh wait. “Tape (reads it over
and over again) …to the side.”
7
Brooke: No the back. Did I write 'side'? (Metacognitive)
8
David: Yes.
9
10 Brooke: On the back.
11 David: "On the back that isn’t clipped." It sorta makes sense like that. (Cooperative)
12 Brooke: Does it seem to make sense enough? "The back"? (Cognitive)
13 David: The bottom.
Brooke: The bottom. So bottom makes sense? (Erases and rewrites). Then what?
"Step #4. And wrap it around. And wrap it around the hairclip (?) Yea.. Let’s ask Matt
14 to read this. (Cooperative)
15 Mark: Argh….
16 Brooke: (To Mark) Make sense? (Cognitive)
Mark: No…this one. "then tape the other piece of tinfoil on the bottom that is
17 replaced (?)" That last sentence.
18 Brooke: So, once its folded…
19 Mark: I know what we’re doing!
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23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Brooke: I know, but like say you didn’t know. Once its clipped to this thing you, once
its wrapped around.
Mark: You’re not going to get to explain it to me, people.
David: That’s what the directions are for. (Mark puts his head on the table).
Brooke: I’m making you get it, because I think somebody else will get it. Wrapped
around, then you tape it (whines). (To David) Why did you fold this over? (Cognitive)
David: Sorry. I will flatten it out. Is that good? Why do we need it completely folded?
{….} (Cognitive)
Mark: That makes no sense.
David: Let me see that." And put the piece of tinfoil…" Wait.
Mark: That makes no sense. Fix the last part. (Metacognitive)
David: "….on the bottom that isn’t clipped."
Matt: Makes no sense.
Brooke: Sorta makes sense.
Mark: "Tape it to the other piece of tinfoil".
Brooke: Tape what? (Cognitive)
Mark: Tape the tinfoil. Tape the tinfoil (Constructive)
Brooke: (Erases something) That does make sense. Yea, because once you have
wrapped it around, that’s one piece of tinfoil, then you tape it to the bottom of the
other piece of tinfoil. (Constructive)
Mark: Yeah. (Cooperative)

Figure 4.18: Year 1 Team 2 adult interaction with students illustrating Collaboration
The above excerpt from lesson 4.3b clearly demonstrated that giving students the task of
collectively writing instructions for the steps of the building process increased the number of
Collaboration indicators present during the interactions between students in their engineering
groups. Students shared ideas and thought out loud, indicators of constructive behavior (Sections
4, 33, 34), asked one another questions, a cognitive behavior (Sections 6, 8, 12, 16, 23, 24 and
32), responded to one another’s’ ideas, a cooperative behavior (Sections 11 and 35) and pointed
out mistakes, a metacognitive behavior (Section 8, 27). During Year 1, the writing activity
increased the number of Collaboration indicators present during lesson 4.3b. From Table 4.11, it
appeared that requiring students to work together to write procedure steps did increase the
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number of collaborative indicators, reflected in the significantly higher values for Year 1 in the
cooperative, constructive, and cognitive domains in comparison to Year 2 Collaboration
indicators during lesson 4.3b where students did not work together to write a set of procedural
steps.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
This section presents implications of findings from the analysis of the five dimensions of
Collaboration: cooperative, cognitive, constructive, metacognitive and collaborative behaviors,
in small groups of elementary students while conducting engineering activities. As these
findings are shared, possible implications of this research will be discussed and suggestions for
future research studies will be made. Insight into the shortcomings of the Student Behavior
Indicators of Collaboration tool will also be presented
After discussing findings from the five dimensions of Collaboration, I will then discuss five
themes from the findings that influenced the type of Collaboration behavior indicators observed:
time spent in groups, group size, group identity (gender and race), instructional activities
(activity type and adherence to curriculum), and interaction with adults. Woven into the
discussion are caveats and conditions that may have influenced the study’s outcomes. Discussion
of these findings are linked to current research in the field to support the proposed implications
of this work. Future research initiatives that could emerge as a result of this study are shared.
Indicators of the five dimensions of collaboration
This research project was undertaken to determine if, in a two-year period, six small groups
of third-grade students participating in Lesson 4 of An Alarming Idea: Designing Alarm Circuits
Engineering is Elementary curriculum, exhibited Collaboration. Five dimensions of
Collaboration—defined as cooperative, constructive, cognitive, metacognitive, and collaborative
activities by Kaendel et al. (2016), Wiedmann, (2015) and Cuseo (1992), were observed in all
six of the third-grade groups studied. The fifth dimension, constructive, was created as a hybrid
category, combining a subset of behaviors from two different dimensions (cooperative and
cognitive) into a single new dimension. The hybrid category was needed after video analysis
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revealed that the indicators ‘sharing ideas’ and ‘thinking out loud’ manifest themselves as
mutually inclusive behaviors during EiE group work.
Data from this study revealed that cognitive behavior was the most prevalent indicator
observed and coded (39% of tallied behaviors) with constructive behavior the second highest
(30%). Collaborative behavior was observed and coded least frequently (2%) and metacognitive
behavior was second-least frequent (12%). Cooperative indicators were tallied for the remainder
of the total (17%). Because of the diverse composition of the groups, the different approaches
students took to creating their electric circuit, and the variety of conversations that occurred
during group work, it was not surprising that the total number of indicators per dimension were
unique for each group during both years of the study.
Cognitive, constructive and metacognitive behaviors
Across the board, the greatest number of behavior indicators for all six teams occurred in
the cognitive dimension, comprising 463 of the 1,181 indicators tallied for both years with an
average number of 77.2 cognitive indicators per group during lesson 4 (Table 4.8). Indicators of
cognitive behavior included; group members asking questions of one another when they did not
understand something, group members giving reasons for their statements, and group members
connecting new content to familiar content. During lesson 4, students were frequently observed
asking each other questions. The majority of the students’ questions working in their small
groups were closed-ended, clarifying questions versus open-ended, probing questions.
During initial coding, the Student Behavior Indicators of Collaboration instrument made it
difficult to code certain cognitive and metacognitive behaviors. The cognitive indicator “Group
members ask each other questions” and the metacognitive indicator “Group members express
lack of understanding” were difficult to distinguish. For example, when students asked each
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other questions as if they “don’t know the answer” (a cognitive behavior; for example, “What
should we do next?”), this sounds similar to asking questions because they “don’t understand
something” (a metacognitive behavior; for example, “What do you mean?”). In essence, the
survey tool required me to infer why the student asked a question, a shortcoming of the
instrument that required adjustment. After consultation with the second rater, we determined that
the any question asked during group work would be categorized as a cognitive behavior and the
specific examples of the behavior were modified accordingly. Perhaps this delineation
contributed to the large number of indicators in the cognitive dimension and relatively low
number of indicators in the metacognitive dimension. Metacognitive still remained its own
dimension because of the two other indicators distinguishing metacognitive behavior, including
“Group members point out mistakes and /or misunderstandings to one another” and “Group
members search for ways to move forward in the problem-solving process”.
Findings of this study support findings recently published in the Journal of Pre-College
Engineering Education Research (J-PEER) where Schnittka and Schnittka (2016) used
discourse analysis to interpret interactional styles within and without small groups of students
to investigate gender and collaborative group dynamics. The Schnittka and Schnittka (2016)
study revealed that the most commonly used speech act observed when students conducted
design-based engineering activities were Direct Requests, which comprised 32% of the
instances, followed by Interrogations, which comprised 29% of the instances, with Ideas, which
constituted 21% of the instances (p. 21). Results from the current study indicate that cognitive
behaviors (similar to Interrogation) are the most common dimension of Collaboration that was
observed when students conducted design-based engineering activities, comprising 39% of the
observed behaviors while constructive behaviors (similar to Ideas) were observed 30% of the
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time. The processual speech act of the Direct Request was used by students to direct members
of the group (e.g., “Move the gear over there so it meshes better”) is similar to one of the three
metacognitive indicators in the current study “Group members search for ways to move forward
in the problem-solving process” (e.g., “I need you to make it (pin) touching. Like, also
connected to it.”). While Schnittka and Schnittka (2016) used a different analytical technique to
code students’ interactions than this researcher used, the findings of both studies intersect and
reinforce the assertion that students working in small groups to perform engineering activities
demonstrate Collaboration as described along the dimensions of cognitive and constructive
behaviors.
The 2007 study by Sovingier and Kronenberger may shed light on why a relatively low
number of metacognitive behaviors were displayed by third-grade students participating in small
groups to do engineering. These researchers investigated the impact on academic achievement of
explicitly teaching students how to ask questions and provide explanations to others. This
structure required students to acquire knowledge in a self-directed way and to explain that
knowledge to others, behaviors indicative of metacognition. Their study revealed that small
positive effects in the area of question amount and quality occurred with the jigsaw + questioning
group, with a slight improvement in explanation quality (Sovingier and Kronenberger, 2007).
This study suggested that children may benefit from explicit and implicit questioning and
explanation training to enhance metacognitive activity.
If students participating in the EiE Lesson 4 unit were provided with the same jigsaw +
questioning opportunities provided to students in the study conducted by Sovingier and
Kronenberger (2007) prior to their small-group design work, the type of questions they asked
during their interactions might have shifted from being primarily factual questions to being
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probing questions similar to the Guided Peer Questions. Student training and use of probing,
open-ended questions could have enhanced the level of metacognitive behaviors observed during
the EiE lessons.
The necessity for teachers to explicitly develop these metacognitive skills was demonstrated
in the study conducted by Hine (under review, 2017) where a third-grade elementary-school
educator struggled to teach her students engineering through group-oriented design challenges.
Her students’ inability to work together in cohesive groups led her to recognize that she must
teach her students how to interact with peers as intellectual partners. She had to devote class
time to explicitly teach these skills by engaging students in a dialogue about their needs and the
techniques of group cohesion. As a class, the students collectively derived strategies to help
them interact and negotiate with one another, eventually working towards the project goal. These
strategies consisted of short “scripts” of specific short phrases they could say to one another to
encourage progress and also concise questions to ask of their group members. These scripts were
displayed on an easel in the front of the class for the students to reference.
Perhaps if the teacher involved in the current study had resources available to encourage her
students to ask more probing questions of their peers, such as those suggested in Guided Peer
Questioning procedures (Souvignier & Kronenberger, 2007), or the Partner Conversational
Supports (Bell, Bricker, Tzou, Lee & Van Horne, 2012) described in the literature review
section, there would have been more opportunities for students to engage in higher order
thinking, probe their own understanding, and self-monitor their responses. These practices might
have increased the number of metacognitive behavior indicators observed as group members
worked together to solve an engineering problem. Techniques for teaching metacognition and
tools for adequately measuring metacognitive behaviors during student science and engineering
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group work need to be refined. Future research may be able to address the ability to recognize,
accurately code, and effectively evaluate metacognitive behaviors that occur when students work
collectively to solve a problem or design a solution. Research in this area is necessary before
conclusions can be drawn about how frequently students utilize metacognitive skills during
engineering-based group work.
Cooperation and collaboration
The act of working collectively towards a common goal—which includes such features as
taking turns, showing respect, and acknowledging one another’s contributions—can be housed
within the construct of Collaboration. These features are also agreed upon attributes of the
construct of cooperation as defined earlier in this text and summarized in Appendix A-1.
Cooperation in elementary-age groups has been cultivated in classrooms throughout the years
and has been studied at length (Johnson, Johnson and Stanne, 2000; Springer, Stanne and
Donovan, 1999; Roschelle and Teasley, 1995; Cohen 1994). Cooperative behavior was abundant
during all of Lesson 4 and was coded and tallied accordingly. The behavior indicator “Group
members treat each other with respect” was one of the least frequently observed cooperative
behaviors largely because many behaviors that signify respect are non-verbal behaviors (for
example, not interrupting, waiting for a turn, sharing materials, etc.). Common verbal courtesies
associated with showing respect, such as ‘please’ and ‘thank you’, were infrequently utilized
during this casual group work setting. Explicit instructions on how students can demonstrate
respect could be helpful, such as prompts like; “Good idea!” or “I like your idea, let’s try it!”
Findings from this study suggest that other mechanisms for interpreting respect, or lack of
respect, might need to be incorporated in order to more accurately measure respect between
group members.
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A low number of collaborative indicators were observed during the EiE Lesson 4 unit
across all groups in this study. The term collaboration is frequently used as an overarching term
to describe an array of behaviors that are both visible (largely cooperative behaviors, such as
group members responding to one another’s ideas) and invisible (inferred behaviors, such group
members searching for ways to move forward in the problem-solving process) as indicated in the
Student Behavior Indicators of Collaboration instrument (Cuseo, 1992; Kaendler et al., 2016;
Wiedmann, 2015). Collaboration also involves working towards a common goal, but according
to Cuseo (1992) and other researchers (Bruffee, 1993; Wiener, 1986) Collaboration must include
coming to agreement on a single plan or design, i.e. reaching consensus. Mutual agreement can
manifest itself in a way that does not involve genuine consensus, but mere compliance. Below is
an example of ‘Group members arrive at agreement on a single plan or design’ marked by the
bold letter A. The final decision was not made based on a discussion of and eventual agreement
upon the merits of a particular design; it was based on the students’ agreement to allow one
student in the group to make the final decision.
T14142_AC_L43_D1_T2_VM_a.mp4

Time: 21:13 – 21:26 mins
Note: A = Group members arrive at agreement on a single plan or design
Brooke: So now…
Mark: So those are the finals ((all three journals are oriented to face the three students)).
Mark: I think we should allow David to pick the finals.
Brooke: ((says nothing)).
Mark: ((Repeats himself)) I think we should allow David to pick the finals.
Brooke: What?
Mark: Allow David.
Brooke: ((Looks down. Does not speak.))
Mark: Small ().
Brooke: ((Quiet voice)) Yeah, we will allow David to pick the final. (A)
Figure 5.1: Year 1 Team 2 example of reaching consensus by agreeing on a single plan
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In the above transcript, Mark convinced Brooke to agree to allow David to make the final
decision on behalf of the entire group. The group reached consensus on a single plan, a plan
where one student would select the final design, but the group did not reach consensus about
what the final design should be. During coding, we had to decide if this behavior indicated
consensus building or not. The coding instrument was not sensitive enough to delineate between
“arriving at consensus on a plan” that would lead to the selection of a design, or “reaching
consensus on a design solution.” Future studies could tease out this discrepancy more
completely and alter the indicators accordingly.
Cuseo (1992) and others (Bruffee, 1993; Wiener, 1986) insisted that authentic collaborative
behavior must include the act of synthesizing multiple ideas into a single idea. To these
researchers, the integration and convergence of two or more ideas generated by the group is a
fundamental component of Collaboration. This synthesis requires reflection, analysis, discourse,
and dissonance. These features are the agreed upon attributes of the construct of Collaboration as
defined earlier in the discussion section, yet did not appear as a prolific behavior during lesson 4.
The dearth of collaborative behaviors during group work may be a result of the teacher’s
misunderstanding of the concepts of cooperation and collaboration. The EiE educator resource
guide and curriculum makes little or no distinction between these two constructs: collaboration
and cooperation appear to be meshed together under a singular paradigm, an agglomeration of
concepts vaguely presented to the classroom practitioner. EiE encourages the teacher to have
students work together as a team and defines teamwork as interactions of a group of people
aimed at accomplishing a goal. This is a characteristic that applies mutually to the definitions of
cooperation and collaboration. Lesson 4 of EiE also encourages students to contribute by talking
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about the positive and negative aspects of each proposed plan, another feature of both
cooperation and collaboration. The EiE curriculum states that “everyone should agree upon the
final plan” (Museum of Science, 2011, p. 95), and “If students are having a hard time agreeing
on a design they may choose to combine aspects of multiple ideas into their ‘Plan’” (Museum of
Science, 2011, p. 107). Both of these actions are solely attribute of collaborative behavior (See
Appendix A-6). Providing a classroom teacher with a more comprehensive understanding of the
collective goals of having groups of students work cooperatively as well as collaboratively may
encourage educators to solicit and support both behaviors equally.
A closer look at the construct of Collaboration may shed light on the why collaborative
behaviors occurred infrequently during group work specified in the EiE Lesson 4 curriculum.
Figure 2.1 presented a graphic display of the different ways in which collaboration was used in
the literature and the relationship between the terms derived from the literature review. This
figure illustrates the wide range of uses of the term collaboration in research and practice, the
broad context in which collaboration can be conducted, possible outcomes of collaboration, and
ultimately reinforces the need to develop a common vocabulary around this complicated
construct. The meshing of these multiple concepts together under one umbrella construct has not
yet been done and would represent a significant contribution to educational research. Without a
collective understanding and agreement of what collaboration means and why it is important for
students to collaborate, it will be difficult to move any research in this field forward. This
research study presents an attempt to unify terms surrounding collaboration (lower case ‘c’) into
an agglomerate concept labeled Collaboration.
Additional research on specific examples of successful collaborations, or exemplars, such as
case study work where small groups of students work semi-independently on joint assignments
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in medical or dental school (McKerlie, Cameron, Sherrif, and Bovill, 2009) but geared towards
elementary students might shed some light on best practices surrounding Collaboration and how
to effectively evaluate Collaboration. Determining what features constitute quality
Collaboration, how student groups can be formed to maximize Collaboration, how Collaboration
can be leveraged by educators as mechanism for teaching valuable interpersonal skills (largely
cooperative) and a method for developing higher order thinking skills (largely cognitive) are
worthy future research endeavors.
Students reaching consensus
The skills and knowledge necessary to participate in collaborative processes, to 1) reach
consensus, and 2) synthesis multiple ideas into a single solution, may not be fully developed in
third graders, possibly accounting for the low number of collaborative behavior indicators tallied
across both years and all groups during this research study. Building consensus is, by its nature,
an activity that requires cognitive effort. Students must provide a rationale for their decisions,
question one another, and articulate their ideas to share with one another, all activities indicative
of cognitive behaviors. Synthesizing multiple ideas into a single solution also requires
metacognitive effort. Students must reflect on their thinking, recognize their misunderstandings,
and confront their misconceptions as they combine one or more ideas into a single plan or design.
These metacognitive and cognitive skills are necessary, but not sufficient, for a student to exhibit
comprehensive collaborative skills
The higher-order thinking processes necessary for students to exhibit comprehensive
collaborative behavior are represented in the highest peaks of Bloom’s Taxonomy Model.
Anderson and Krathwohl (2001) revised Bloom’s taxonomy by placing Evaluative skills, such as
justifying, arguing, defending, selecting, and supporting ideas based on a set of criteria, on the
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second highest rung of the cognitive knowledge dimension. The execution of these evaluative
skills is critical to reaching consensus and synthesizing ideas. The inability of 7-8 year olds to
effectively exhibit these evaluative skills might have contributed to the limited instances of
collaborative behavior indicators observed during interactions between students participating in
the EDP in Lesson 4. The students’ limited understanding of and access to science content could
also have influenced their ability to effectively evaluate solutions.
The results of the Koszalka et al. (2001) study support the possible explanation that third
grade students lack the evaluative skills necessary to reach consensus and synthesize multiple
ideas into one solution. Koszalka et al. (2001) indicated that middle-school students struggle with
decision-making that requires group members to contribute to a single, final conclusion. It is
reasonable to assume that elementary-age students in the current study struggled with this
collaborative decision-making skill as well. Future research could specifically address these
evaluative challenges, specifically in light of engineering-based group work. The majority of
research encountered while investigating students’ ability exhibit collaborative behavior in the
context of small groups has been conducted in post-secondary environments, signaling a need for
additional research to be conducted on elementary students’ ability to reach consensus and
synthesize ideas.
Five factors that influence collaboration
The findings described in Chapter 4 revealed five themes that influenced the type of
Collaboration behavior indicators observed: time spent in groups, group size, group identity
(gender and race), instructional activities (activity type and adherence to curriculum), and
interaction with adults. The following section addresses these themes and connects them with
existing literature.
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Time spent in groups
As part of this study, elementary students participating in the EiE unit Alarming Circuits
received approximately 900 minutes of engineering-based instruction during designated science
instructional time, meeting three times a week for 1.5 hours over four weeks’ time (C. Gentry,
personal communication, September 21, 2017). Previous studies (Souvignier & Kroenberger,
2007) suggested that the average amount of time spent per week spent on group work in the thirdgrade elementary classroom setting is only one hour. Students participating in the EiE Alarming
Circuits study spent nearly 4.5 times greater amount of time working in a group than the average
third-grade student. However, even when time is devoted to group work, it does not mean that
Collaboration is taking place during that time. While the length of time spent on each lesson
(lessons 4.1, 4.2, 4.3b, 4.3c, 4.4a and 4.4b) was approximately the same duration of time, ranging
from 59 minutes to 69 minutes, the amount of time committed to Collaboration ranged
dramatically from 4:35 minutes in lesson 4.1 to 36:50 in lesson 4.2 (see Table 4.10). During some
lessons, the students sat together at the same table with the members of their group, but did not
interact with fellow members when the teacher facilitated whole-group discussions, provided
directions, or assigned students to work independently on journaling.
Results from this current research study indicate that as time spent in small-group settings
increased, the frequency of behaviors indicative of Collaboration increased. However, the
amount of time spent working together toward a shared goal is largely determined by the
activities assigned by the classroom teacher. Teachers are greatly influenced by the curriculum
he/she is teaching, and curriculum guides are created to support the teacher during lesson
implementation. The EiE curriculum provides teachers with detailed notes on what should be
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said to students during each phase of a lesson. According to Cunningham (2012), the EiE
“Lessons are heavily scaffolded for teachers who may begin with little background knowledge
of the content or relevant pedagogical practices” (p. 6). While lesson 4 of the EiE Alarming Idea
curriculum contains detailed instructions on how the teacher should prepare materials, what to
say to introduce each lesson, questions to pose to the students during whole class discussions,
and directions on what students should record in their journals, there are no instructions on how
much time students should spend in their groups planning, designing, or building. There are no
written suggestions on how teachers can encourage and facilitate student group work so that
students are doing more than just merely sitting together. EiE curriculum writers could help
increase the amount of productive group work time done in the elementary classroom by
providing teachers with specific guidelines, prompts, questions, activities, and evaluation
techniques for enhancing Collaboration.
As educators and employers place more weight on the development of interpersonal skills
and the need for innovative thinking, appreciation may increase for class time spent on smallgroup learning revolving around science and engineering curriculum. Providing students with
sustained opportunities to participate in Collaboration will allow students to become skilled at
integrating multiple ideas into a single solution and to become proficient at reaching consensus
on a group-generated design. Additional studies on the efficacy of using subject-matter learning
time as a chance for students to practice and learn how to interact with peers as intellectual
partners might contribute to a greater understanding of collaborative thinking and learning. The
ingredients necessary to generate a classroom environment ripe for creativity and innovation
should be explored more thoroughly. Additional research in the field can also add to the
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growing body of knowledge surrounding the development of effective and supportive learning
communities in the elementary classroom.
Group size
Results from this study suggest that groups composed of a greater number of students
display a larger number of Collaboration indicators across all dimensions during group work.
Year 1 Team 1 and Team 2 consisted of triads (three group members) each and these two teams
accrued the greatest number of Collaboration behavior indicators (309 and 246, respectively).
Year 2 Team 1A, 1B, 2A and 2B all consisted of dyads (two group members) and these groups
of two accrued fewer Collaboration indicators than the triads: (114, 82, 196, 234, respectfully).
Quadriads (four group members) were never officially assigned during either Year 1 or Year 2.
During Year 2 Team 1A and 1B, lesson 4.1 and lesson 4.3b indicators were not included in the
tally since the students did not work within their designated teams. During this time, students
generated a great deal of cross-talk between table-group dyads of students not stopped by the
classroom teacher. Behavior indicators that were observed during periods of crosstalk between
groups were not recorded because this research study limited the scope of the project to assigned
groups of students working together. This contributed to a lower overall number of total
indicators accrued during Lesson 4 for all Year 2 Teams. Year 2 Team 2A and 2B students also
worked outside of their groups during lesson 4.3b and lesson 4.4a, participating in a great deal of
crosstalk with the dyad of students at their same table. These indicators were not recorded as part
of the indicator tally, contributing to a lower overall number of total indicators accrued during
all of Lesson 4.
Interestingly, when cross-talk indicators between table-group dyads are included as part of
the group tallies, the overall number of indicators in the temporarily formed quadriad increases
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during the particular lesson, but does not always exceed the number of indicators tallied during
the group interactions between triads. The total number of indicators tallied for groups working
with the larger number of students (either triad or quadriad) are recorded in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Year 1 and 2 Team 1 and 2 group size and number of indicators per group
Group Type

Number of
Indicators

Group Type

Number of
Indicators

Year 1 Team 1

Triad

309

⁃

⁃

Year 1 Team 2

Triad

246

⁃

⁃

Year 2 Team 1A

Dyad

114

Quadriad

155

Year 2 Team 1B

Dyad

82

Quadriad

123

Year 2 Team 2A

Dyad

196

Quadriad

238

Year 2 Team 2B

Dyad

234

Quadriad

276

Table 5.1 shows that the group size in Year 1 never changed, with students working in
triads the entire time and no cross talking between the groups and other groups. During Year 2,
all assigned dyad groups engaged in unsanctioned crosstalk with their same table group dyad.
When crosstalk indicators were counted in the overall tally by including both dyads into one
single quadriad, the number of indicators increased. Year 2 Team 2B was the only quadriad
group with a greater number of total overall Collaboration behavior indicators (276) than the
Year 1 triad groups. All other Year 2 quadriad groups had a lower number of Collaboration
behavior indicators than the Year 1 triad groups.
During Year 1, the teacher formed groups of three students to conduct Lesson 4 activities
while during Year 2 she formed groups of two students. The Alarming Circuits EiE curriculum
specifically stated that the teacher should have students work in groups of three during this
lesson (Museum of Science, 2011, p. 109). It is not clear why the EiE curriculum suggested
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students work as triads versus dyads or quadriads, nor was the rationale behind the group size
explained to the teacher. Regardless, the curriculum was developed for students to work in
groups of three even though no rationale is provided for this decision.
Roth’s 1997 research on fifth-grade students working in small groups during science
investigations discussed the value of having group members interact with peers outside of the
assigned group. It is worth investigating in greater detail why the number of indicators of
Collaboration increased in the current research study when students in dyads interacted with
students in other dyad groups. Perhaps, as Roth’s 1997 work suggests, the cross-pollination of
ideas outside of the immediate group was beneficial to the overall process of Collaboration.
It is possible that there is an optimal group size where the maximum number of
opportunities for collaborative events between students occurs. The meta-analysis of withinclass grouping on student achievement in elementary levels by Lou et al., (1996) found that the
effect size between dyads, triads, and quadriads was not significant, but optimally sized groups
for learning appeared to be between 2–4 students. Results from the current research study are
supported by Lou et al.’s (1996) findings, but suggest that triads are the optimal sized group,
yielding the highest number of Collaboration indicators. However, there are many additional
variables besides size that could account for this finding and additional studies in this area
would need to be conducted to tease out the differences that dyads, triads, and quadriads have
on observed indicators of Collaboration. For instance, studies within groups could be
conducted, where a quadriad of students work together as a whole group and Collaboration
indicators are tallied. This same quadriad could then separate into two dyads and work together
on an engineering task while Collaboration indicators are tallied. If a student is absent for a
lesson (like Carlos was absent in this study) then triad groupings can be observed. Such a
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research design would eliminate some of the impact the variables of student ability, personality,
and inner-relationships that may influence the number of Collaboration indicators observed
when comparing random groupings. Other studies exploring how these same students interact
with each other during other instructional activities or subjects could also be insightful
The type of ‘negotiation’ Roth described in his 1997 study of a fifth-grade male dyad group
as appeasement was also observed in this research study, with several examples of negotiation
consisting of one or more students acquiescing or not agreeing to a solution shared by another
team member(s). Joint negotiation also occurred when two students in a triad outnumbered the
lone dissenter and reached an agreement based on majority rule. The third way in which students
“jointly negotiated” a shared solution occurred when all of the students in the group decided that
the ideas each individual presented to the group were “pretty much the same” but never engaged
in sufficient amount of constructive behavior (where group members think out loud or where
group members share their ideas) to warrant reaching consensus. In other words, groups
demonstrated that collaborative behavior can be achieved, as defined by Cuseo (1992), without
constructive behavior taking place and without any comparison between the ideas. Future
research in this area could extend Roth’s (1997) findings and the findings of this research study
by looking at instances where students demonstrate flexibility in their thinking, where students
recognize the importance of joint work, and where facts and merit are the basis of decision
making versus pre-established group hierarchies, complacency, or being out-numbered. These
may have been better indicators of collaborative thinking than Cuseo’s (1992) description of
collaborative behavior requiring either “group members jointly negotiating shared solutions”
and/or “group members combining of one or more ideas.”
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Group gender and race
Previous studies have determined that the identity of a student, as narrowly defined by gender
and race, can influence interactional behaviors that students exhibit in the science and engineering
classroom (Cantrell, Pekcan, Itani & Valesquez-Bryant, 2006; Kurth, Anderson & Palincsar,
2002; Rodriguez, 2015; Sadler, Coyle & Schwartz, 2000). The design of this research study did
not provide a mechanism for accurately capturing data on student identity. While this limited the
researcher’s ability to draw any connections between student identity and behaviors indicative of
Collaboration, this provided a level of anonymity for the study participants. The dearth of
identifying information insures the safety of the research participants who are declared minors.
Due to the complexity of any study involving minors and the identity of minors, it would be
necessary to attend to these issues at the very beginning of the research study. Framing the
research questions, data collection, and review board approval accordingly would be of upmost
importance when balancing participant anonymity and identity.
Efforts early on in the study included the generation of a series of “collaboration maps,”
where student identity and interactions (directional and quantifiable) were created as a visual
display of interactions. The number of maps needed to convey relevant information, along with
the complexities of the maps, grew beyond the scope of the research questions, so the effort to
capture and display this data visually was terminated. Future research studies will need to focus
on the facets of student position and power, specifically addressing questions on the prominence
of identity as an influencing factor on small group dynamics. Additional research will need to
include a much larger research group with information on the declared racial identities of
individuals. Observations from this study that do address student interactions in the context of
gender will be discussed briefly in the upcoming paragraphs.
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In this research study, five of the six groups were mixed-gender while one group (Year 2
Team 1A) was single-gender (two boys). Findings from this study suggest that homogenous
(male) groups display Collaboration behavior indicators most frequently in the cognitive
domain. The behavior “group members ask each other questions when they don’t understand
something” was a frequently observed cognitive indicator between male students. The second
most frequent Collaboration behavior was constructive behavior, predominately indicated by
“group members think out loud and share their ideas.” These findings suggest that across lesson
4 of the EiE Alarming Circuits curriculum, the male-only group valued Collaboration and
participated in group-oriented work.
The finding from this all-male group do not align precisely with Schnittka and Schnittka’s
2016 study of the interactional styles within male groups who found that speech preferences
demonstrate value placed on individual work over collaborative, group-oriented work. Over
time, the all-male group’s use of group-oriented speech doubled from the first lesson to the
final, fifth session, indicating an increasing dependence on Collaboration to achieve project
goals. In the current research study, lesson 4 is the final, culminating lesson in the EiE
Alarming Idea: Designing an Alarm Circuit curriculum. This means that the all-male group
worked together over the course of the unit in lessons 1, 2 and 3 by the time they were observed
in lesson 4, they had already become more reliant on Collaboration to achieve their goals. This
finding aligns with Schnittka and Schnittka’s (2016) findings, but does not paint a
comprehensive picture of all male-group interactions and the role gender plays in Collaboration.
The sample represented in this case study is far too small to generalize from these findings.
The remaining mixed-gender groups from this research study exhibited multiple instances of
Collaboration as evidenced in Table 4.7. However, there were situations similar to Schnittka and
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Schnittka’s (2016) study, where regardless of gender, personal time with materials contributed to
a desire to control the design object and contributed to a larger percentage of individual-oriented
action over group-oriented action (Schnittka and Schnittka, 2016, p.12). The current research
study generated similar observations, with individual students wanting control over materials
followed by a perceived desire to follow their own individual agenda versus the group’s
collective agenda, minimizing the Collaborative indicators present during the interaction. The
following interaction between a male, Curt, and female, Katie, demonstrates the possessiveness
illustrated by students when they desire to be in control of the group’s materials.
Video: T14142_ AC_L44_D1_T1_VMb_Y2
Time: 1:10- 2:42 mins
Curt: Sure. (.) Oh wait! I just got a good idea. Sometimes that barrette won’t work, so.
((Curt keeps working on his idea)). You know, I don’t really know.
7
((Kate starts working on her idea with tinfoil pieces. Undoes clip attached to trough.
Curt interrupts her work)).
8
Curt: Let’s just go back to the original. Oh wait now, I need to see this ((grabs the tinfoil
from Katie’s hands. Katie puts her hands behind her back and let’s Curt work on design))
((Wraps tinfoil around end of the trough)).
9
Figure 5.2: Year 2 Team 1B example of self-ownership vs. group ownership
The above interaction between Curt and Kate illustrated how Curt’s desire to possess and
manipulate the materials came at the expense of Collaboration. Curt essentially high jacked
Kate’s work, took possession of the tinfoil, and used self-oriented speech (“I need this”) to
complete this portion of the project. Kate did not retaliate, but withdrew from the interaction
(puts her hands behind her back). This mixed-gender speech pattern was indicative of a
diminished collaborative perspective of group work and aligns with Schnittka and Schnittka’s
2016 findings.
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Schnittka and Schnittka (2016) study found that group-oriented, interactional speech styles
indicative of Collaboration were exhibited in girls-only groups. Members of the girls group also
outwardly displayed camaraderie by utilizing more Indirect processual speech acts. The girls
used Ideas, similar to constructive behaviors in the current research study, and Indirect Requests,
akin to cognitive behaviors in the current research study, more frequently than Direct Requests
while engaging in the design process. None of the groups in the current research study were girlonly groups, so comparisons between this finding from Schnittka and Schnittka (2016) are not
possible to draw. However, in Year 1 Team 1, two of the three members of the group were girls
and total number of constructive indicators was 105, and the total number of cognitive indicators
were 99. In comparison, in Year 1 Team 2, two of the three members of the group were boys and
the total number of constructive indicators was 66, and the total number of cognitive indicators
was 87. Findings from these two samples suggest that groups dominated by girls display a
higher number of constructive and cognitive behaviors (interactional and indirect speech acts)
than groups dominated by boys. Further research is needed to substantiate these claims.
Kurth, Anderson, and Palincsar’s (2002) studied the interactional dynamics of quadriads of
sixth-grade students from mixed races and social classes as they worked together on a science
investigation. The Kurth et al. (2002) study revealed that cultural differences displayed through
language generated messages about status and privilege that made it hard for students to obtain
‘intersubjective coordination’ during group work. Intersubjective coordination is akin to
collaborative behavior, suggesting that mixed-racial, cultural, and social groupings can generate
group-dynamics and power positions that thwart the collaborative process. Future research that
addresses this dynamic at schools with heterogeneous populations would be beneficial at helping
understand how students can “maintain productive and equitable participation in their groups”
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(Kurth et al., 2002, p. 309). Such research could yield helpful insights on collaborative learning
in both diverse and homogeneous classroom settings.
Instructional activities: Type and adherence to curriculum
This study looked closely at the EiE resource material, specifically the Alarming Idea:
Designing Alarm Circuits Educator Resource Guide, to determine if Collaboration, not
cooperation, occurred when small groups of students worked together during Lesson 4. Four of
the five dimensions of behavior indicators (cooperative, constructive, cognitive and
metacognitive) were observed and coded during all five lessons included in Lesson 4 (Lesson
4.1, 4.2, 4.3b, 4.4a and 4.4b) for all six groups during both Year 1 and Year 2. However, the fifth
dimension of collaborative behavior was observed and coded only in lesson 4.2 (for all six
groups) and lesson 4.4b (for five of the six groups.) Across each year and each team,
collaborative indicators were the least frequently observed behaviors during this study.
True collaborative behavior, one where students arrive at consensus and/or combine ideas
into a single plan/design, was demonstrated only during select instances in Lesson 4 of the EiE
Alarming Circuits unit—instances where the curriculum specifically required student groups to
agree on a single idea. In lesson 4.2, students completed the “Plan” portion of the engineering
design process. The curriculum specifically stated that teachers should “Allow groups time to
choose one of their circuit ideas and one of their switch connection point ideas. If students are
having a hard time agreeing on a design, they may choose to combine aspects of multiple ideas
into their plan” (Museum of Science, 2011, p.107). See Appendix A-6.
The teacher followed the instructions provided by the curriculum during both Year 1 and
Year 2, demonstrating high fidelity of implementation in the use of the designed instructional
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materials. The following transcribed section illustrates the clear directions provided by the
teacher to the entire class.
Video: T14142_AC_L43_D1_T2_VM_a.mp4
19:29 – 20:10 mins
Teacher: I heard one group say ‘Oh, we are all going to have one of our own (ideas).’
Well, that’s part of the challenge. You all got a chance to brainstorm ideas. Now you
are going to work as a team. You need to either choose one design that has already
been thought out, or you need to take the ideas from a couple different designs and
1
you can draw a new schematic. Does that make sense? But you are only getting
enough materials to design one circuit between (), so you know you can’t keep all
three engineer’s ideas.
Figure 5.3: Teacher oral instructions to the class based on instructions from EiE curriculum
The above quote clearly emphasized the intended Collaborative nature of the activity by
reinforcing the need for groups of students to jointly negotiate a shared solution or arrive at
consensus regarding a single solution. The clarity of the instructions provided by the curriculum
and echoed by the teacher resulted in all six teams exhibiting collaborative behavior indicators
during this point of the Alarming Circuits lesson.
Instances of collaborative behavior were also observed during lesson 4.4b where students
participated in the “Improve” part of the engineering design process. The EiE curriculum stated
that teachers “have them (groups of students) draw either an improved schematic diagram, an
improved switch connection point diagram, or both, depending on which part(s) of their circuit
need improvement” (Museum of Science, 2011, p. 116). These written directions provided
students with the opportunity to negotiate a shared solution to a single design problem if they
desired to do so, or to propose two different solutions to two different design problems in a
single circuit if they chose to. In Year 1, when groups started the Improve portion of lesson 4.4b,
the teacher verbally stated the following instructions to the entire class:
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“(Write) one sentence from each group: fail or success...your job now is to improve it.
Don’t start over. Change one thing. Do you have any predictions about what caused your
design to fail?” (Minute 27:03)
In Year 2, the teacher provided a similar set of verbal directions to the entire class during lesson
4.4b, but did not explicitly tell the groups to change on one design component.
“Now that you have had a chance to talk to your partner about the changes you need to
make…how many people think it is your circuit design that is causing the problems?
Then draw it here. How many people think you need to improve the trough on the switch
connection? Then draw it here. Okay, get started.” (Minute 25:35)
The teachers did speak with several groups individually, providing the following instructions to
Team 2A and B: “You can either do the wire design or do your trough design…” From these
statements, we can infer that the teacher interpreted the curriculum to mean that students were to
propose a single design improvement, not multiple design improvements. However, the teacher
was not as clear with her verbal instructions to the class in Year 2 as she was in Year 1.
It is not clear if the creators of the EiE curriculum anticipated the open-endedness of these
instructions. Perhaps they intended for all students to identify and agree upon one aspect of the
circuit that needed improvement and propose a single solution, requiring students to come to
reach consensus on a single course of action. Or, the curriculum creators wanted students to
work collectively to identify multiple features of the circuit that needed improvement and
propose solutions to each one. The student worksheet for this activity is located in Appendix 4-7.
The format of the worksheet implies that students are to make two revisions to their circuit
design, not one revision that all members of the group agree upon. The ambiguity of the
provided directions could be the reason why some groups engaged in authentic collaborative
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behavior during this lesson and some groups did not. The prospect that student participation in
certain steps of the engineering design process can foster Collaboration is a testable hypothesis
for analysis in additional EiE units.
Across the board, student groups exhibited more Collaboration behaviors during lesson
4.4b Year 1 (51 and 61 indicators for Team 1 and 2, respectfully) than Year 2 students exhibited
during lesson 4.4b (25 and 13 indicators for Teams 1 and Teams 2, respectfully). During this
part of the lesson, the teacher required Year 1 groups to collectively write up a set of
instructional steps for assembling their switch connection point. I assume that the purpose of
having the students engage in this writing activity was to find something for the groups who
finished early to do while the other groups finished their schematic diagrams. This action
appeared to facilitate communication and shared understanding between the students in the
group, increasing the number of Collaboration indicators present during this lesson section. The
teacher did not require Year 2 groups to collectively or individually write up any instructions,
perhaps because students from Year 1 expressed confusion when referencing conflicting
information provided by the schematic diagram and the written instructions. Not requiring the
students to work together to write a set of instructions for building the circuit appeared to
decrease the number of Collaboration indicators. These findings suggest that when students
worked together to write step-by-step instructions for completing a task, the number of
Collaboration indicators present during the students’ interactions increases as they engage in
discourse, exchange ideas, and agree upon a series of statements.
The number of Collaboration indicators were not as high in lesson 4.4b during Year 2 when
the teacher did not require students to write out instructions, suggesting that eliminating an
additional group-centered activity, be it writing-focused or otherwise, diminishes the number of
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opportunities available for students to interact with one another and demonstrate Collaboration
indicators across multiple dimensions. Writing the procedural steps was a teacher-generated
exercise, one that deviated from the written EiE educator curricular materials (see Appendix A5). Perhaps there are instructional moves that teachers can add to their repertoire and to the
resource guide that can increase the number of Collaboration and collaborative behaviors
present during a group activity. Further research in this area of elementary engineering would
be advantageous for educators and curriculum writers who want to maximize the number of
opportunities students have to participate in Collaboration during group work.
While the E4 study reported that the participating teacher received 30 hours of PD and FOI
support prior to the implementation of the EiE Alarming Idea curriculum, the exact number of
PD hours spent on the Alarming Idea curriculum versus the three other EiE units presented
during the 30-hour workshop provided by the E4 project coordinators was not provided. While
the E4 study offered the participating teacher compensation for her time, there is no information
provided about the amount of compensation the teacher received or if that amount was equal to
the amount she would have received if working for her district. The E4 project coordinators
claim to have offered “training, materials, ongoing support, and monetary incentives to sustain
teachers’ participation throughout the E4 study”, but the details providing this offer, or the
participating teacher’s acceptance of these offerings, was never explained (Cunningham, 2012).
There is little information about how the provided PD and accompanying curriculum
emphasized creativity, collaboration, and persistence – the skills identified as being
hypothesized critical components of the E4 study. Furthermore, there is no information provided
about what, if any, 21st century skills were emphasized or specifically taught in the classroom
prior to the presentation of the EiE Alarming Idea curriculum (Cunningham, 2012). Additional
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information in these areas would provide researchers with the context necessary to more
thoroughly evaluate the effects of the curriculum and the corresponding PD on the outcome of
Collaboration.
Interactions with adults
During Lesson 4 of the EiE curriculum Alarming Circuits, there were several instances in
which adults in the classroom interacted with the students working in groups. During this
research study, the most vivid example of adult (non-teacher) interaction with students during
group work took place during lesson 4.4a where students were observed by a group of visiting
adults. Approximately 30 minutes into the lesson, the adults wandered around the room,
approached teams working at their desks, and interacted with the students. The presence of
adults created an environment in which the teacher was not the only authority figure in the
classroom. Adult-child discourse was laced with distinctions of power and authority, where
children usually “gain the floor” when it is conceded to them by an adult (Cook-Gumprez &
Kyratzis, 2001). When the visiting adults asked students questions, the youngsters had no choice
but to stop what they were working on and address the adult. Often different adults asked the
same questions of the same group of students, requiring students to repeat answers. The adult
interactions, meant to be informative and potentially educative, disrupted the students’ work
flow and derailed their problem-solving process. The questions addressed to the students were
interpreted by the students as directions, as adults/educators often disguise directions as
questions, a “leading the witness phenomenon.” For example, the adult interacting with Lisa and
Larry during lesson 4.4 talked to the students at great length about conductors and insulators,
generated a sensation of confusion in the group about the material they had chosen, and then left
the scene; the students were required to piece together for themselves the information that the
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adult had wanted them to incorporate into the design solution they were already testing. While
the intentions of the visiting adult were no doubt good, the detrimental aspects of her
interactions were observed as disruptive and invasive. If she was attempting to improve the
instructional quality of the lesson, a better method for reaching this goal could be utilized.
Many professional development (PD) strategies have been adopted by school districts
throughout the United States and abroad where educators work collectively to improve teaching
capacity and fidelity. Such strategies include Lesson Study, Coaching, and Instructional Rounds
where professional learning is seen as continuous and valued: these take place in a supportive
community where the outcome of enhanced student learning is paramount (Stephens, 2011).
Each of these strategies place participating adults and educators in the role of observer, watching
what occurs in colleagues’ classrooms and recording their observations, insights and questions.
Interactions with students is limited if not negligible. Communication between visiting adult
observers and classroom educators occurs outside of the classroom during external sessions
where a guided conversation addresses specific areas of interest. Further studies on effective PD
could address practices that enhance Collaboration: visiting adults could minimize their
interactions with students while observing cooperative, constructive, cognitive, metacognitive
and collaborative behaviors generated by instructional moves and curricular materials.
Instruction and evaluation of Collaboration
Further research will be worthwhile to address beneficial instructional activities assigned to
students not for the purpose of individual accountability but to facilitate shared understanding.
Gillies (2003) conducted and presented five different studies demonstrating the ways in which
cooperative group work must be explicitly structured in classrooms to benefit student learning
outcomes. One critical piece was teacher training on implementing group work and the necessity
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of teacher-structured groups work for productive cooperative learning (Gillies, 2003). Research
that examines specific instructional decisions and teaching methods that promote Collaboration
would contribute to the overall knowledge base surrounding effective methods for shaping
students’ knowledge, attitudes, and values, especially when interacting with others. Teacher
fidelity of implementation is crucial when conducting research in this area, as the frequency of
behaviors indicative of Collaboration appear to be linked to certain curriculum features, such as
explicit (versus implicit) directions, sentence or questioning prompts, and student-centered
(versus teacher-centered) activities. Additional research on resources, particularly educative
curricular materials (Davis & Krajcik, 2005) and teacher instructions that support Collaboration
in small groups, would help advance the field of collaborative teaching and learning in the
classroom.
The An Alarming Idea: Designing Alarm Circuits curriculum guide does not contain any
instructions on how to teach students to successfully navigate the different dimensions of
Collaboration. Third grade children are capable of performing each of the behaviors indicative
of Collaboration, including the more developmentally complex metacognitive and collaborative
behaviors (T. Kushnir, personal communication, October 27, 2016). However, students must be
explicitly taught how to participate in Collaboration. If students have never received
instructional training on Collaboration, then it is not reasonable to assume that they will illustrate
these behaviors during engineering activities. The EiE curriculum could be address this
shortcoming through the provision of a Collaboration rubric, one that would be presented to the
students ahead of each group activity. A draft of the framework upon which to generate such a
rubric was created following the Carpenter Elementary pilot study (see Appendix A-4).
Participating teachers helped create the rubric which focused on cooperative, constructive,
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collaborative, and communicative (not part of the current research study) dimensions of
learning. Teachers would select components of the framework they want students to focus on
during a lesson and generate a rubric with a corresponding rating scale to evaluate the behavior.
Ideally, they would select only one dimension of Collaboration, encouraging students to
integrate and execute aspects of Collaboration while promoting the self-monitoring of their
students’ behavior. See Figure 5.3 for an example of a possible Cooperative and Constructive
Behavior Rubric for students to self-monitor and teachers to evaluate cooperative and
constructive behaviors. In this rubric, cooperative behaviors are defined as those where students
acknowledge other group member’s ideas while constructive behaviors are those where group
members share their ideas. Teachers and group members could provide feedback on the
students’ ability to participation in Collaboration through large group and small group
discussions and feedback forms. The rubric could then be used on specific engineering lessons,
or those just involving the engineering design process where opportunities for cooperative
behaviors are most prolific.
Constructive and Cooperative Rubric
Indicators: Group members share ideas and respond to others’ ideas.
1
novice

Contribution of
Ideas

2
approaching
proficiency

Missed almost
all opportunities
to share own
ideas.

Missed most
opportunities to
share own ideas.

Failed to
acknowledge
other students’
ideas.

Appropriately
acknowledged a
single idea from
another student.

3
proficient

4
advanced

Shared an
appropriate
amount of
practical ideas.

In addition to sharing
the appropriate
number of ideas,
idea(s) are unique to
the group.

Appropriately
acknowledged a
reasonable
number of ideas
from others.

In addition to
acknowledging ideas
from others, student
encourages others to
contribute their own
ideas.

Figure 5.4: Example of a constructive and cooperative behaviors rubric
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Conclusion
Collaboration, which is hypothesized to be a critical component of the EiE curriculum, is a
way of working that is emphasized in professional engineering. It is one that has proved to be
important to students engaged in the EiE instructional unit Alarming Circuits. Findings from this
study support the notion that the EiE curriculum cultivated Collaboration, which is defined by a
combination of five dimensions of behavior: cooperative, cognitive, constructive, metacognitive
and collaborative. Specific steps in the engineering design process appeared to encourage these
behaviors, specifically the Plan and Improve steps, as opportunities for innovation and problem
solving were plentiful. Group composition, group size, adult interactions, and time spent on
group work also influenced the number of Collaborative behaviors present during an activity.
Results of this study endorse the EiE curriculum as a vehicle for Collaboration that
requires students to brainstorm, consider each other’s ideas, and negotiate shared solutions.
Lesson 4 of the EiE Alarming Circuits curriculum supports Cunningham’s assertion that
collaboration is valued and cultivated in the curriculum. The limited scope of the study was not
able to support Cunningham’s claim that collaboration is an epistemic practice of engineering
(Cunningham and Carlsen, 2017). Future studies of Collaboration can generate more
information about Cunningham and Carlsen’s assertion that collaboration, as manifested in the
EiE curriculum and demonstrated as an epistemic practice of engineering, is a “socially
organized and interactionally accomplished way that members of a group propose,
communicate, asses and legitimize knowledge claims” (Cunningham and Kelly, 2017). More
sensitive and robust tools to evaluate this interactional thinking and learning can address this
proclamation more comprehensively.
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Strategies to integrate the teaching and learning of Collaboration into elementary
engineering curricula would be beneficial to students’ skill development beyond those studied in
this research project. There is a growing emphasis on the need for engineering education to
include 21st century skills such as communication, creativity, and critical thinking as necessary
components in modern curricula. According to Brophy, Klein, Portsmore, and Rogers (2008),
engineering education is able to reinforce the building of a range of important knowledge and
skills for a literate citizenry by providing authentic and complex scenarios representative of realworld problems. The development of these 21st century skills involves a broad spectrum of
proficiencies outside of those necessary to practice Collaboration, including leadership, social
responsibility, cultural awareness, communication, and social/emotional resilience. Learning
goals that address these domains place emphasis on the development of group-oriented
competencies in addition to individual aptitude. The growing demand for students to have skills
that generate innovative solutions to complex societal problems has the potential to usher in
education-reform initiatives that promote a more holistic approach to educating the next
generation of scientists and engineers.
Teacher perceptions towards integrating engineering into the classroom plays a critical
role in influencing student perceptions towards this subject, suggesting that if teachers
enthusiastically embrace engineering design as a technique to enhance learning outcomes,
students will respond similarly. In order for teachers to feel comfortable teaching engineering,
they must formally experience the practices, processes and concepts presented in engineering.
An instructor’s ability to envision herself in the role of guiding and supporting student learning,
successfully eliciting learners’ ideas and reflections, and incorporating a variety of effective
prompts in the classroom are important aspects to facilitating engineering curriculum
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(Cunningham & Carlsen, 2014). More often than not, primary grade teachers have minimal
science requirements for certification and there is no required coursework in design, engineering
or technology, creating a deficiency in the understanding of the process and content surrounding
engineering. This deficiency can present itself as a barrier to the implementation of engineering
in the classroom. The EiE curriculum, heavily scripted or “scaffolded”, lowers the barrier of
entry to teaching engineering in elementary school. This, in combination with the
interdisciplinary approach presented by the EiE Resource Guides (including a robust ELA
component), provides novice teachers with an easy to follow and easily implemented curriculum
for their elementary classroom.
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APPENDIX
A-1. Defining Features of Cooperative and Collaborative Activities
Cooperative
Emmers and Gerwels
(2002)

Cueso (1992)

Collaborative
Group goals or task
interdependence

Webb, Nemer, and Ing
(2006)

Good group interaction
processes
Positive interdependence
Individual accountability

Intentional group
formation

Luchini, Quintana,
Curtic, Murphy,
Krajcik, Soloway,
Suthers (2002)
Taylor and Cox (1997)

Intentional team building

Cohen (1992)

Attention to social
development
Attention to inter-group
interactions
Instructor as facilitator

Blanco, 2003

Use of group tasks

Cueso (1992)

Accountability to teacher
Degree of
interdependence
Necessity for students to
struggle/fail
Limited role of teacher
Johnson & Johnson
(1990)

Interdependence
Supportive interactions
among students
Social/group skills
Members evaluate
progress

Giving elaborated
descriptions of how to solve
problems
Requesting information
Checking for group
members’ understanding
Exchanging and critiquing
each others’ work
Shared ownership for
learning (attaining
agreement) before moving
on with tasks
Feeling “safe” to externalize
thinking, even when unsure
Envisioning multiple
solutions
Constructing & assessing
multiple solutions
Gradually arrive at solution
as mutual representations
are considered
Consensus reached in
regards to decision or action
Synthesis of ideas
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A-2. Sample Event Map for Lesson 4.1
Event Map
Lesson 4.1
Y2_Team 1&2
Total time of Lesson: 59:50
Total time working in a Group: 261 seconds (4:35)
0:00 – 17:25
Teacher talks to entire class about the problem of designing an electrical circuit and the steps
of the engineering design process. The criteria and the constraints of the project are also
discussed. Materials available. Goal of the design team. Turn and talk.
17:23 – 18:15 (53 seconds)
Discussion with small group
18:16- 22:06
Teacher: The goal is to create an Alarm Circuit. What have you learned that will help you
build this circuit? I will only let you go through the design challenge if I know that you are
using all that you know. Student write in their notebooks. Teacher: Turn and talk about what
you have learned and how you are going to use this information to help you build this.
22:07 – 23:37
Students talk in groups (90 seconds)
23:38-31:10
Teacher leads class discussion about what the students discussed in their groups about what
they already know to help them with their project. Students write in their notebooks.
31:11-33:09 (118 seconds)
Students can talk with one another in their groups. No conversation happens.
33:10 – 45:12
Students to the rug. Teacher: What do you know about switches (open/closed, etc) In this
design challenge the switch is the trough. Large group discussion.
45:13 – 48:44
Students still on the rug. Instructions given as to what to do next. Students are going to
INDIVIDUALLY BRAINSTORM. Students sent back to table to work individually. Some
whispering occurs and asking questions.
48:44-59:50
Individual group work at tables.
End of video and lesson 4.1
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A-3. Conventions for transcribed text
Note: The following transcription conventions were used:
((text))

Actions observed by the researcher

(.)

Audible pause

()

Inaudible word

…

Incomplete statement or phrase

‘quote’

Participant’s direct verbal account of another person’s
actions or words captured during interview

text

Emphasized word or phrase

|text|

Interrupting or speaking over another person
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A-4: 21st Learning Dimensions Framework
Learning
Dimension

Indicator

Communicative

Active listening

Constructive

Contribution of own
ideas

Cooperative

Working with group
members toward a
common (predetermined, more
structured) goal

Description
Learners:
• Rephrase or repeat what another student
has said
• Acknowledges another student’s thoughts
prior to adding their own
• Asks clarifying questions
• Allows other students complete their
thoughts before adding their own thoughts
• Exhibits proper body language and facial
expressions
• Uses appropriate verbal tones
• Shares own ideas or validates someone
else’s ideas using specifics
• Verbalizes own thoughts
• Generates model(s) for clarification
• Uses shared vocabulary
• Writes own ideas (documents own
thoughts)
•

Encourages and acknowledge
contributions of others

•
•
•

Articulates the group’s goal
Takes their turn
Communicatively effectively with group
members
Actively participate by sharing own ideas
Demonstrates respect through actions,
words and body language

•
•

Collaborative

Working with group
members toward a
common (agreedupon, less structured)
goal

•

Recognize that there are multiple
solutions to a problem

•

Converge on an idea that is not their own
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A-5. Lesson 4.3b Instructions to teacher for building circuit and switch connections
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A-6. Lesson 4.2 Instructions to teacher: students combine multiple ideas into one
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A-7. Lesson 4.4b Student worksheet for improving an alarm circuit
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